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Howard Salutes Film Maker 
Grievances Shroud 
Elections Process 
Acclaimed Director 
Presented With First 
Black Face Award 
By CHRISTOPHF.R W1N1>HMI 
Campus Editor 
S pike Lee makes films because he's a storyteller. "'I11at's what all good directors do," be says. But the usually calm and subdued director could 
only smile and look on Wednesday at Cramton Audito• 
rium as students took the stage to tell the story of one 
of America's premier filmmakers. 
'There is definitely talent at Howard, " Lee said 
shortly after his career flashed before his eyes when a 
cast of about 30 students interpreted dialogue, dance and 
song in "Not Prophecy, But Presentation: A Tribute to 
Spike Lee," which paid homage to many of his 15 
films. 'They put a lot of work and a lot time into it, and 
I was honored." 
Sporting a New York K nicks (his fa\/Orite NBA team) 
skullcap, and his signature glasses, Lee, now 43. method-
ically answered student questions on topics that ranged 
from minstrel shows to breaking into the show business 
following the rehearsed ceremony. The tribute was 
applauded by the capacity crowd, many of whom sa,v 
the Lee's latest film "Bamboozled" at Cramton on Mon-
day. Lee was also presented with the first "Black Face 
Aw:ird," which will honor blacks in the television, film, 
radio and other forms of communication during every 
Black History Month. 
The controversial director drew cheers when he com-
pared the black minslrel televisions show of the early 20'" 
century (which are to brought to light in "Bamboozled") 
with the images of blacks today in television. 
"When you turn on BET (Black Entertainment Thie-
vision} and you see 'Bling-Bling,' Bentley cars, and 
By lJRAKKTON BOOKER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
HUSA and undergraduate trustee 
candidates arc \/Oicing their com• 
plaints of excessive fines and poor 
advertising by the General Elections 
Committee. 
Earlier this week, candidates said 
the General Elections Committee, 
headed by Tori Mason. has done an 
inadequate job of outlining specific 
guidelines for the cam-
campaign. Cooper, said earlier this 
week that there was a blatant "mis-
use of power." \' 
'The fines have been exorbitant 
and have not been even across the 
board." she said. 
Stephanie Brown, presiden-
ti al candidate running under the 
E.M.E.R.G.E. 
platform was also dissatisfied with 
how this years elections l13\'C been 
run. 
"We (the candi-
paign resulting in heavy 
fines. Citing "vague" 
language in the guide-
lines, the candidates are 
now calling for a repe:1.I 
of the fines. 
~ervant 
~ eadcrship 
The 2001 Race for HUSA and 
Student Trustee Positions 
dates) don't agree with 
the fines thus far," 
Brown said during an 
interview on Wednes-
day. "All fines and 
infractions should be 
null and void consider-
ing that no approved 
guidelines were imple-
The candidates took 
tl1eir complaints to the 
General Assembly yes-
terday. 
Elecl!ons on Moncsay 
March 5 
Candidates faced fines for failing 
to attend Speak Outs, the wrongful 
placement of campaign materials and 
speaking over the allotted time lim-
its at Speak Outs. None of the slates 
would disclose to the Hilltop earlier 
this week the amount of their fines. 
Presidential candidate for the 
T.O.T.A.L. P.A.C.K.A.G.E. slate, 
Brittney Cooper, said there has been 
a "lack of professionalism" in the 
way that the elections have been con-
ducted. Cooper, whose campaign 
has not been fined, said there has 
been unfair treatment throughout the 
mented," she said. 
Vice Presidential candidate 
Alex Dixon echoed the sentiments of 
his running mate Brown. "Have the 
same standards for everyone,'' Dixon 
said. "If the General Elections bud-
get has not yet been approved, how 
can you subject [us to] fines?" 
Contrary to what the candi-
dates said, General Elections Com-
mittee Chair Tori Mason said the 
guidelines for the campaigns were 
clear. Mason said a verification 
meeting was held on the Feb. I. one 
day after the HUSA and undergrad 
Please See GA, 810 
Cristal," he said. "Those are 21 '' Century forms of min• 
strel shows " 
Mhsing from ,oday \ m1nsm] .\htJ"'~• Lee :-..uu, are the 
customary black faces in which tl1e performer wore on 
stage. 
fhol°' t,y Tn.:maine Blye and Arin L.~rcra 
11u·\.-..:h»tipU..c .I.A.~ "1>0"-t lo ~rud~nb ht (.;runtuu Aod1tonum \h-dn~d). Uc~,re lA."t'•:, prt'JeOLJ• 
tlon. students performl'd interprelations of hb works (b.l""· riglit). 
Franklin to Give 
Charter Day Address 
So why did "Bamboozled," which was written and 
directed by Lee, have such a poor showing at the boi 
office? Lee was quick to offer an explanation. "New Line 
(the studio which distributed the movie) didn't know how 
to market the film," he said. ''They basically put the film 
out to die." 
But Lee, who's top grossing film was the bio-picture 
Malcolm X, which raked in $48 million, said he makes 
films to tell stories. He's managed to right and directed 
15 "stories' in all. Buck 1986 Lee first garnered critical 
acclaim with his first film, "She's Gott.a Have It." It put 
his name on the map. he said. "You could make tl1e argu-
ment that it was my most important film," he said. 
And "She's Gotta Have It" wa,; the first film "Not 
Prophecy" celebrated. The cast reenacted scenes from 
a dozen of Lee's films. The tribute shifted from the 
raunchy dialog of the 1996 film "Girl 6,'' to the intense 
gospel vocals of soloist Frenchie Davis during footage 
of 1997's "Four Little Girls"- which earned Lee the his 
second Academy Award nomination. He previously 
recei,-ed a best screenplay nomination for "Do the Right 
Thing." 
The tribute gave Lee a glowing impres-
sion of Howard. "I think that Howard is 
a great institution," he said. " Students 
really take advantage of the opportunities 
they have here." 
By VtCTOR G. Bk\CKWELL 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University's 134th annu-
al Charter Day Convocation will be 
held in Cram ton Auditorium at I 0 
a.m. today. The ceremony com-
memorates the enactment of the 
Congressional Charter that estab-
lished the University on March 2, 
1867. 
Inaugurated during Reconstruc-
tion, the Charter Day ceremony is 
one of the most impo, tant Universi-
ty observances of the academic year, 
University officials said. 
"It is a time to recognize the 
founding of the Freed Men's Uni-
versity - Howard University," says 
Raymond Smith, Special Assistant to 
the Secretary of the University. 
Smitl1 says that Charter Day, and the 
Convocation, especially, allows us 
to revi~it the birth of the Mecca. 
"(Convocation! takes us back and 
helps us to remember that the Uni-
versity was founded upon a religious 
concept." 
Smith says that Convocation is an 
excellent opportunity for the Howard 
family and community alike to expe-
rience the wisdom of some of the 
world's mo,t highly regarded pro-
fessionals. He said he i, especially 
CJLCited ubout this year's speaker. 
Dr. John Hope Franklin, 
acclaimed historian and author, will 
deliver the keynote address in which 
he will highlight the great contribu• 
tions of African Americans, espe-
cially Howard University alumni. 
Franklin, 86. is one of the most 
revered experts on law and history in 
the country. After ear,1ing an under-
graduate degree at Fisk University 
Plea.re Chaner, BIO 
Ash Wednesday Marks Season of Sacrifice, Resolutions 
By GtNGt:R F. SKJNNt:R 
Engage' Editor 
In high school, Stacey Jones and 
her friends gave up candy for 40 
days. At the time it was a serious 
commitment, made in observance of 
the forty-day Christian holy season of 
Lent. 
Things were different for her this 
year for the when the Lent rolled 
around Wednesday. Now a sopho-
more psychology major, Jones said 
observing Lent has e\/Olved into a 
life-long journey to adhere to and 
conquer personal resolutions. 
"I'm going to try to stay cool and 
not let things bother me." Jones said 
about her plans to improve her over• 
all attitude in observance of this sea-
son's Lent. 
For some Christians, Lent is a time 
to give up something; while others 
choose to use the 40-day period to 
grow spiritually and closer to God 
through prayer, meditation, charity 
and fasting. 
The season of Lent. which began 
with the imposing of blessed ashes on 
Ash Wednesday, is traditionally the 
preparatory season leading up to 
Easter. "Lent, to me, is a time of 
spiritual discipline, and renewing my 
faith in Jesus Christ," Reverend John 
C. Hayden, Episcopal/Anglican 
Chaplain of Howard said. "It's also a 
way to help me celebrate the death 
and resurrection of Jesus Christ. This 
is a tradition that is a major event in 
The Hilltop Friday 
Sports 
our faith." 
Hayden also points out that Lent is 
not widely observed at Howard 
because a great number of students 
on campus are still e.,ploring the pos-
sibilities of various faiths. 
Christians believe that Lent sym-
bolizes the 40 da~s Jesus spent in the 
desert preparing for his ministry. It is 
also believed that, while fasting and 
praying, Jesus faced tremendous 
temptation. For this reason, Chris 
Please See Lem, BIO Photo by Tremaine Blye 
Rlthcr Hayden imp()l<(t a.shes on students Wcdnesd:I)' to e<l<brnte the bt'l\inning of Lem. 
Final Speak Outs Focus on 
Curbing Student Apathy 
By JOI C. RIDLEY 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Speak Outs, which 
wrap up tomorrow in the Tow-
Essence Coggins is the MEAC's Rookie of the ~ar 
and she has Been Phenomenal in Her Freshman Sea-
son. 
Monday evening's Speak 
Out in Drew Hall addressed 
issues of student apathy and 
social consciousness as well 
as allowing the candidates to 
reveal more of their individ-
ual personalities. The Speak 
~ .ervant 
~ eadership 
The 2001 Race for HUSA and 
Student Trustee Positions 
ers, ha,-e been characterized 
this year as sparsely attended, 
and poorly publicized events. 
Student in\/Olvement with the 
Speak Outs has, overall, been 
overwhelmingly lacking 
despite some candidates' Bl 
Out also marked one of the last open 
forums available for students to challenge 
candidates before Monday's General Elec-
tions. · 
efforts to increase attendance 
by offering pizza and other incentives. 
One of the first qucslions posed to the 
candidates Monday dealt with the swelling 
Please See Speak Our. BIO 
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the General 
Elections? 
"I think these l3Sl couple of days may 
hav.: a great influence on the student's 
decision for elections. If the students feel 
as though their being pushed to develop 
results, they will find out whal's needed 
to make a decision for Morch S'h ." 
- Keisha Moulto111 
Junior. 
Biology 
"Judging from the speak outs I feel as 
though Brittany Cooper and Mark 
\Villiams arc exemplary candidates for 
HUSA President and Vice President. 
They seem very informed on the issues," 
• • • 
-Alicia Bell, 
Junior, 
Biology/ Classics 
I 
I j 
I 
' J 
' 
' 
' • 
''I am well aware of what is going on. l need 
to be, these candidates represent the student 
body and our University as• whole. 
Although they need 10 follow through with 
the requests presented by the students." 
- Matlhew Stowe. 
Sophomore, 
Finance 
"I don't appreciate the fact that only one 
presidential candidate has bothered to 
knock on my door!! Why aren't the other 
candidates more concerned with getting my 
attention, as well, as my vote?" 
- Avionc Brown, 
Physicology/ Pre-Med, 
Sophomore 
-Compile,/ by Vi11ce Smith 
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Brown, Dixon 'Emerge' from the Shadows to Lead 
By D ERRICK NAVO 
Hilltop Staff writer 
HUSA Presidential candidate, Stephanie 
Brown, described the stance her adminis• 
tration hopes to t:1ke if elected into office. 
"We feel that student government needs to 
specifically address the needs and concerns 
of students," Brown said. "More in a man-
ner where we recognize and identify the 
problems and approach them with realistic 
goals as 10 obtain solutions.'' 
Being one of three candidates for HUSA 
president. Stephanie Brown plans to con-
verge on student matters with the support of 
vice presidential candidate Alex Dixon . 
.;A change in consciousness is what we 
need," Dixon said. "Stephanie and I hope 
to plant a seed which will sprout a new feel-
ing among the students of Howard Univer-
sity." The two united as candidates when 
Stephanie approached Alex asking him 10 
join her staff as vice president. " II was nat-
ural selection," Brown said. "I wanted a 
dedicated. well-rounded, and charismatic 
running mate. Alex was that person." She 
added that in areas where she lacks. Alex 
tend 10 complement. making them fit for the 
duty of heading the next HUSA administra-
tion. 
Brown is a sophomore business major 
from Bedford Heights, Ohio and has been 
very active on the. campus since her fresh-
man year. She was the Project Coordinator 
for the Graduate 'Trustee last year, with duties 
of coordinating Town Hall meetings and a 
strong Health program. She currently is the 
President of the Howard University NAACP 
chapter and has revitalized the progran1 from 
its previous years in slumber. 
Her running mate. Alex Dixon. is a sopho-
more International Business major with a 
concentration in Finance, from Las Vegas, 
Nevada. He presently is a team leader for 
the Chase Manhauan Bank in the 21 '' Cen-
tury Advantage Program, which functions 
within the School of Business. Dixon is also 
a general partner of the Capstone Invest-
ments, which is an investment group estab-
lished by him and three other Howard stu-
dents. 
Brown and Dixon ha,e gouen criticism for 
their youth but they simply respond by ,ay-
ing "some people arc caught on the fact 1ha1 
we are 
sopho-
mores, but 
we should 
be judged 
by the qual-
ity of our 
work." 
Dixon said. 
I 
"We are 
extremely 
dedicated 
for the SIU· 
den Is,·· 
B row n 
asserted. 
'T ve used a Stefanie Brown and Alex Oh,,n 
quote by the Reverend Jesse Jackson to help 
address the issue before: 'Leadership not 
from age but from experience.'" 
Moving confidently through the campaign. 
Brown and Dixon plan on positively alter-
ing the feelings and spirit of the Howard Uni-
versity family with the EMERGE platform. 
The plan hopes to establish a Student 
Empowerment Service, intent on helping 
students divulge administrnlive issues that 
File Pooto 
come about, and an increased communica• 
lion av.:nue between parents, students, fac-
ulty. administrators, and the Board of 
'Trustees. A task force wi ll also be incorpo-
rated into the equation, confronting a spe-
cific issue of the student body. The purpose 
of the force is to provide a thorough look into 
widely consented feelings among the stu-
dents. 
Cooper, Williams Hope to Take HUSA to New Frontier 
By CIIRIS COOPER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With the divide growing bigger between 
the student body and Howard\ administra-
tion.junior Britrney Cooper, an English and 
Political Science double major, looks 10 be 
part of the solution if elected. 
"I could find a lot problems with lhings. 
but 1 ·d rather be part of the solution," Coop-
er said. 
Cooper will be concentrating on making 
the Howard University Student Association 
beuer at assisting students with their initia-
tives and developing policies that will help 
student government keep their focus on the 
needs of the student body. 
Not having a solid plan of action or theo-
ry is the reason Cooper believes there has 
been no real progress with H USA. "Year 
after year we fallaciously approach student 
government without a philosophy of how we 
must govern:· Cooper said. By having a 
good philosophy things will be able to begin 
10 move faster, she added. 
' ' 
Mark \\'Uliam~ and UriUnl') Coott 
Cooper feel, she has the ability to lead in 
HUSA's time of need, as she is sensitive 10 
peoples needs. "The tiN purpose of a leader 
is to serve his cons1i1uen1s.10 use his talents 
and gifts to effect changes that maybe they 
cannot or will not affect," she said. Cooper 
goes on to said leadership has been a part of 
her Howard experi-
ence. The best leaders 
are rhe ones that serve 
and are able 10 make 
,.. , , people happy. Coo,,.:r 
,.iaaid; 
,. ., To keep Cooper and 
.,:: -~ , :.her Jcam focused'she 
feels that their• slaie 
nan,c '"The T.O.T.A.L. 
P.A.C.K.A.GE. (Tak-
ing Our Talents To 
Another Level 
through Policies. 
Fil Pho< Action. and Commit-
' 
0 0 mcnt Key 10 Achiev-
ing General Excel-
lence) will keep 
reminding her and her running mate Mark 
Williams why they are doing this. To help 
the student body belier understand the 
T.0.T.A.L P.A.C.K.A.G.E. Cooper has 
made available 10 the student body an in-
depth look at her "Students· Platform" in a 
packet. It provides information about: Foun-
dlltion for Student Leadership, Capital Cam-
paign for Students and Student Service lni• 
1ia1ives. 
·~1uden1 fnitiati'ves will be a ke'v issue for 
C •\· 1 r1• ; I n f ,,. ,n_, JH/1 ttn1 ,i n• .,, 1· I ooper as sne amr nc..- team nas p ans to 
research .ill:ta,maop 'f,'NJ{Jl,'LqrrWecifically 
for _gradua\'i in\l\_'at_}ve~. '!~etmduate ini-
tla!IVC!~~~fAafi,bf,\ir:fu.~-iiilitatives and 
gtn'e~I siui'.lent 111,lihlives. '"Thhint 10 lead 
and having the tools are nece~sary for 
change" Cooper said. 
With plans to be a college professor one her 
goals is 10 be able 10 help people take advan-
tage of their surroundings. ,;I would like to 
inspire students to think critically;· Cooper 
said. Inspiring students to take advantage of 
their s1ude111 government is a goal of hers 
this election. " If we were to take a look 
around at unrvcrs11y campuses around the 
nation. most students are fighting for the 
opportunities 1ha1 we have but don't effec-
tively use: commiuce representation. repre-
sentation on the board of trustees. access to 
the offices and adminhtrntion of the uni-
ven,ity". 
Rodgers, Anderson Hope to Lead With the '3.N Plan 
By J ONATIIAN SIMS 
Life&Style Editor 
Hot on the HUSA trails are junior Derck 
Rodgers and sophomore Chandra Anderson. 
Rodgers is an engineering major from Illi-
nois, and Anderson is an architecture major 
from Los Angeles, CA. 
"Imagine an infinite string connecting the 
lives that shape your experiences at Howard,'' 
Rodgers said in a statement, "only it does not 
stop there.'' The two prove this in their "3 
A plan," (Acknowledge, Assess, Act) in 
which the they promise to "penetrate the 
lives of those en route to Howard Universi-
ty!' 
They say their main objectives are to insti• 
tule a commitree that oversees administrative 
actions and positions, create a website for 
student correspondence, and implement 
web-based registration. Similar to President 
Swygert's technological advances in his 
Strategic Framework for Action, Rodgers 
D<ttk Rodgers and Chandm Anderson 
and Anderson hove a major focus on tech-
nology and the unification of the Howard 
community. 
The ,vebsite will "be a vehicle of conunu-
nication, accessi-
bility, and a forum 
10 display accoun1-
abi l i I y," said the 
two in a written 
statement. The 
website will "com-
pile and display on 
and off campus HU 
events, and display 
community ser-
vice.'· 
Rodgers could not 
be reached for 
comment Wednes-
~11• PIKXo day night. 
Technology is not 
the only thing on the 
list for under their 3A 
plan. The two have a plan to automate book 
orders for students. They also plan to estab-
lish an Administrative Supervisory Com-
mittee for Students Concerns, which would 
watch over campus police and other student 
concerns. 
One of their most unique initiatives is 10 
establish a community service award for 
students who exemplify extraordinaf) ser-
vice and "activism" in the Howard commu-
nity. Some of the rewards would be publi-
cation in The Hilltop, and other bonuses for 
Student's hard work m the surrounding com-
munity and on campus. 
On the past HUSA admmis1ra1ion Rodgers 
stated, " I liked his visibility on campus." The 
unification issue is big 10 Rodgers who said, 
"I have a fist but if I do 1101 have the other 
student's fist behind me then I have no power 
at a11." 
Basing their platform on the 3 A's Rodgers 
and Anderson arc definitely prepared to 
acknowledge. assess, and most importantly 
act. 
PRSSA Seeks Financial Empowerment for Howard Students 
By K ENYRA M. RANKIN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University D. Parke Gibson 
Chapter of the Public Relations Student 
Society of America (PRSSA) hosted a fman• 
cial education program aimed at teaching 
Howard University students how 10 secure 
bright financial future Wednesday in Black-
burn Center. 
The event ,vas comprised of a series of pro-
grams. The first was a Freshman Orientation 
Seminar visit to offer tips on budgeting, 
saving, and investing and credit cards. 
PRSSA set up a booth on Tuesday to pro-
vide an interactive means for teaching finan-
cial awareness. They passed out bags of lit• 
erature and hosted trivia games that provided 
prizes for winners. 
In addition, they sponsored the Point of 
Purchase program on Wednesday. which 
enlisted the help of Georgia Avenue mer-
chants 10 distribute bags of financial litera-
ture 10 patrons. 
The project is the Howard PRSSA chap• 
ters entry for PRSSA's Bateman Competi• 
tion. a national case study competition 
named for J. Carroll Bateman, APR. a past 
president of the Public Relations Society of 
America (PRSSA), PRSSA'.s parent organi-
zation. 
In their research, the group realized 1ha1 
African-Americans are much less likely 10 
be adequately informed about how to make 
their financial futures bright. For this rea-
son, they decided to specifically target Black 
students. VISA U.S.A. and PRSSA are the 
major sponsors of this program. The Office 
of Banking. the Federal 'Trade Commission 
and the Securities 'Trade Commission all 
contributed 10 the success of this presenta-
tion. 
The tean1, lead by PRSSA president Rachel 
L. Coker. is made up of five •tudents in Dr. 
Rochelle Tillery-Larkin's Advanced Public 
Relations class in the School of Communi-
cations. In addition 10 Coker, they include 
Marshawn Brown. JeJ uan Ford. Erica John-
son. and Jacquline Hampton. All are long 
time members of PRSSA. They opted to 
work on this project for the competi tion and 
to use it as their final presentation project for 
Advanced PR. 
'"This is the first time that I have let them 
work on this project for class. and I don't 
Pll•ase See PRSSA, BIO 
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Smith Comes With 'F.R.E.S.H.' Ideas 
By CHRIS COOPER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Breana C. Smith gets right to the point . She lets SIU• 
dents know 1ha1 if elected Undergraduate 1hls1ee she will 
bring a F.R.E.S.H. (Furthering. Responsible, Exem-
plary, Sustainable, Howard University) approach in 
making a better future Howard University. 
The junior Political Science/Physics major is a Wash-
ington D.C. native and has been part of the Howard expe• 
rience since she was I 6. She first entered Howard Uni• 
versity through the High School/College Internship 
Program in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Throughout Smith's undergraduate career she has been 
successful academically as well as played an active roll 
with the administration and her peers in leadership and 
service rolls. ln 1998, she was a Special Assistant 10 
Dean Clarence M. Lee. She aided the Dean's office in 
the implementation of the Y2K readiness protocol. as 
well as serving as a liaison for students interested in com-
municating concerns 10 the Dean. 
Smith also stays active in the D.C. community. For 
three years Smith dedicated her time 10 tu10ring kids al 
the Garrison Elementary School. Last semester she 
spent time assisting patients undergoing chemotherapy 
at the Washington Cancer lns1i1u1e. This semester 
Smith volunteers some of her free time 10 assisting "the 
highly understaffed District of Columbia Superior Court 
Child Abuse and Neglect Counsel.'" 
Smith feels the time and effort put into her platform, 
F.R.E.S.H, will be the reason ii will be most effective. 
"I have spent months engaged in independent research, 
working with students, faculty members, administration 
officials, as well as members of the Trustee Board, such 
Oreana CSmilh 
as Charles Coleman. and Dr. Muriel Poston to name a 
few. in creating F.R.E.S.H. 10 be a workable and living 
platform," Smith said. 
One component that Smith will stress involves reach-
ing out and supporting the surrounding Washington, DC 
community. The fact that past trustees have not made 
their mark on the LeDroit Park/Shaw area concerns 
Smith. 
"Howard has a unique responsibility 10 engender 
development in its home for more than a century. this 
project would further University-Community relations. 
provide ,'Oluntecr opportunities for students. and encour-
age investment in the University from local organiza-
tions," Smith said. 
Smith plans 10 make an overall contribution 10 Howard. 
She plans 10 pursue a Ph.D. and eventually teach Physics 
at the Undergraduate level. 
Bell Hopes to 'Progress to Greatness' 
By CHRIS COOPE-R 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Al the pace junior Lauren Bell moves you would 
think all she sees is a blur. Maintaining a 3.87 grade 
point average while carrying 17 credits. working at the 
Howard University Engineering and Math Research 
center. acting managing editor for the llltop Journal 
as well as several other responsibilities requires a lot 
of running around. 
Yet she noticed a growing frustration by the Howard 
University student body. which prompted her 10 run 
for Undergraduate Trustee. One of the issues she 
noticed students had a concern about was tuition. "I 
was walking through the administration building 
when I saw there was a protest about the raising of the 
tuition. I remember feeling that the students would 
have ,be.en 11),0f<; effecli~e&RiQ,1 llif\>)lgh their trustee 
rather than baneineme1r 1sts in the air al the admin-
. t.Ln \111~'.Jdl .t~u 1.~ l. iJI , . < ·c·-"• iiu 1, 1stra11on ouu me et1.sa10. 
lf ~i~' '",DVfii' "~"fai' Jt!Mfoe Bell fee!~ .. s~s can 
help _mi)'(~J~Jlli~t,i41l,ij<!)c;t)jjal. ·•1 ~~ what 
prog(l\~S we s;oµld \'1~ke1 Howard 1s the Mecca and I 
Lau rcn llclJ 
want to help forward its progress and help it achieve 
its full potential."" she said. 
Bell has four tiers that she will advocate for in order 
10 bener Howard University. She would like to see a 
state,;of,the-art campus, edu,ational e.tcellence, finan-
cial Independence and streOj!:thcmng the Howard fam-
ily. While Bell feels i>sues S\lch as improved facili-
tieg, sro'dents gening the best educational value for 
See Bell. next co/1111111 
Def erring taxes with 
TIAA-CREF can be so 
rewarding, you'll wonder 
why you didn't do it sooner. 
~~~qyue 
feature 
available' 
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg 
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement 
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF. 
Your funds are automatically deducted from your 
paycheck, so it's easy to build income to supplement 
your pension and Social Security.• Especially since your 
SRA contributions grow undiminished by taxes until you 
withdraw the funds. 
And you may even be able to borrow funds against your 
SRA-a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-CREF.' 
So why wait? Let TIAA-CREF's low expenses and invest-
INVEST AS LlffiE AS ment expertise help you build a 
S2S a month comfortable retirement. We 
t hrough an automatk think you will find it rewarding 
payroll plan2 
'--------' in years to come. 
·Note: Under fedtral tax law. W>thdrawals prior to ago S9½ may be 
suti;e<t to rMtrictions. ind to a 10% additional tax. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.~ 
IT'S EASY TO SAVEMORETHROU6H 
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL 
$102,068 
$67Sl4 
S41.232 
$3 1,933 
$13,052 _ 
$1 1.609 
10 YEARS 20 YBARS 
In this hypolhrtical c-sample, 1ettin1 aside $100 a month In a 
w-dtffflro invutmcnt with 2n S~ tt.1um In a 284- 1ax 
tine~1 shows bent, growth tb3n the' aanw: ne-1 amount put 
Into• savin_gs accoonl, Toto.I retums aind ptlncipal value of 
invcitn,em, will Ruetiu1c. and ykld may "11)1, The c;ha,1 
abcwc b p1tst.nttd for illu4tn.tivC' p.i~ only and does not 
refl«:t ath~I perlo,,manct,, o, prtdk1 fucutc rcstllu, of any 
TIAA-C:RP..F acroun1. or ttlltC't tXPC'miCS. 
1.800.842 .2776 
www.tiaa-c ref.org 
~r rno<e complete informotion on our seci.wities products. call 1.800.842 2733, ext. 5S09, f0< prospectu<es. Read 1h00, carefuli'f befor• you 
i1Ve5t. 1. Check with~ •nstitutlQn fo, c1Vai\abllity. 2. You m,y be able to invest up to the IRS maximum of S l0,500 ~ryear. lo receive a 
penonallzed cakulation of your maximum contnbution, can TIAA-CREf at 1.800.842.2776. • TlAA•CREF Individual ~d lnst1tut10nal $er'Vices. 
Inc. and Teachers Persona! ~tor,, serv,ces, inc. distribute s«urities products. • Ttacher,, lnsUfance and Anl'u.aty Association (TIM), New 
York. NY and TIAA~CIUF Life Insurance Co,, NewYor1c., NY t$$ue lflsurance and aMuiUes. • TIAA•CREF Trust Company. FS8 pr<Mdts trust se<v• 
icts.. • Investment products al'e not FDIC insured. may lose value and are not bank guarantted. o 2001 Teachers Insurance and 
Mnuoty A=dation-College Retirement Eq\J1ties F\Jnd, - York, NY O IM 
Anchorwoman to be honored Today 
By Ntcou; COLEMAN 
Hilltop Stuff writer 
Howard alumnus, J.C. Hayward. 
holds the distinction of being the 
first female to anchor a daily news-
cast in the District of Columbia. For 
29 years, she has been a news anchor 
at WUSA TV9. holding the nation-
al record for a woman anchoring the 
same evening newscast at the same 
news channel. 
ln June of 1995. J.C. won the pres-
tigious Board of Governors Award_ 
This special local Emmy Award is 
given for ··truly outstanding achie,-e-
ment and unique accomplishment of 
some duration and durability."' In 
1994, Hayward was also awarded a 
local Emmy award in the Sports 
Series category for her interview 
with Riddick Bowe. In 1976. she 
was awarded a local Emmy Award in 
the Best Newscaster category. 
Over the years, Hayward has inter-
viewed many national and interna-
tional figures including former first 
lady Nancy Reagan. Maya Angelou. 
and Luciano Pavarmu anlong others. 
In April 1986. Hayward appeared on 
CBS-TV's popular daytime soap 
opera "Capital." In July 1988, Hay-
ward hosted two WUSA-TV spe• 
cials entitled "J.C. & Friends." Hay-
ward also covered Nelson Mandela's 
visit 10 the United States. reporting 
from Boston, Atlanta and Miami for 
Channel 9. 
Hayward has produced several 
award-winning documentaries 
including ;,Somalia: The Sile111 
Tragedy." Titis documentary on the 
world's largest refugee situation 
received international acclaim: and 
it was broadcast in England, Aus-
tralia and the Caribbean and was 
syndicated throughout the United 
States on the Public Broadcast Sys• 
1em. It also won Hayward a Bronze 
Medal from the 1980 International 
Film Festival in New York. 
In I 977, Hayward trave led 10 
Kenya and Uganda where she filmed 
an acclaimed half-hour documen-
tary on Ugandan refugees, "We Shall 
Return." Her 1972 one-hour pro-
gram, "Sahel: The Border of Hell, .. 
earned two local Emmy Awards. For 
two years. Hayward co-hosted Chan-
nel 9"s .. Every woman," a daily e nd-
hour talk show that was syndicatell 
in four markets in addition 10 Waslt-
ington. D.C. , 
Hayward devotes her sp:rre lime tp 
various community organizatiol'IS 
and projects, serving as past vici! 
president of the Boys and Girls Club 
of Greater Washing1on, Leg&I 
Defense Fund of the NAACP, Sum-
mer Opera Theatre Company, Uni(• 
ed Black Fund and board member qf 
the Montgomery County, Maryland}; 
Hospice Caring. Washing1onia11 
Magazine has also honored HaY.-
ward as a Washingtonian 01 the Yea}. 
In April 1995. Hayward receivel! 
the Dr. Edward C. Mazique Memo-
rial Award for her support of th), 
Greater Washington Bgys and Gir~ 
Clubs for her nine-year commitmctjt 
10 the organization's Annual Coq-
gressional Dinners. , 
' I
Davis Among Charter Day Honorees 
By Nic.'OLE COLEMAN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Ossie Davis is a critically 
acclaimed African American actor. 
playwright. producer. and director 
who has long been an activist and 
leader within the black community. 
Davis was born in 1917 and grew 
up in Waycross, Ga by way of 
Gogdell, Ga. Davis wanted 10 
become a writer when he was young. 
He was inspired to write so he could 
properly portray the black experi-
ence. 
This Howard alumnus. under the 
tutelage of drama critic Alain Locke 
developed his theatrical talent, per-
forming in a 1941 production of Joy 
Exceeding Glo0•with Harlem's Rose 
McClendon Players. 
In 1948. Davis married fellow per-
former Ruby Dee, who became his 
lifelong collaborator on stage, on 
screen. and as a political activist. In 
the 1960"s when Davis attained 
celebrity status as an actor. he lent his 
ar1is1ic slature to advance the cause 
of civil rights by eulogizing both 
Malcolm X and Martin 
Luther King Jr. at their funerals. In 
1972 he chaired the Angela Davis 
Defense Fund. 
In 1965, Davis made his first tele-
I 
vision appearance in the title role Jr 
lhe television production of T~ 
Emperor Jones. His lengthy televi-
sion credits include Night Gallery, 
Evening Shade, The Ernest Gree~ 
story, Roots:The Next GeneratiOQ, 
Alex Haley's Queen, Miss Evers 
Boys, Showtimes. 12 Angry Men, 
and the CBS series Promise Land. 
He and his wife also host 1he African 
Heritage Movie Network. : 
Davis is best known for his roles ih 
Lorraine Hansberry's award-wirl-
ning · 
Broadway play A Raisin i11 the Sun 
( l 959)and its 1961 mm version. He 
Please See Davis. 810 I 
Bell Hopes to 'Progress to Greatness' 
From Bell 
their dollar, and having the school make prudent 
invcs1ments 10 reap returns. she feels that building a 
stronger Howard family environment is critical. 
"I think all n~ tie~ iie together. but I would like 10 see 
Howard have large'i:iiilo,vmen1s similar 10 Hampton and 
Florida A&M, I believe by holding 1he od01inistrn1ion 
accountable and cuuing through red tape so students 
don"t have 10 jump hurdles .. Bell said. By improving the 
s1uden1 body relations with the administration Bell 
believes a stronger bond will be formed ... h's about inter-
personal relation.I want 10 make it so Alumni want 10 
give back .. Bell said. 
With plans to get a Masters in Environmental Engi-
neering Bell does not plan 10 have a future in politics-
She would however like 10 act as the liaison between th~ 
student body and adminis1ra1ion in order 10 help Howard 
University .. Progress 2 Greatness··. 
• 
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Your prescription for late night fun on Friday and Saturday nights. 
VtSit our Ride Guide for trip planning at www.metroopensdoors.rom • 202-637-7(XX) 
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. . , NEWS 
j3y RYAN MEEHAN 
The Oracle 
w.,,, ~, \ u-W!RE) TAMPA. Fla. •• Chancellor Adam 
Herbert released a statement Tuesday endorsing 
'" tJnlversity of California president Richard Atkin-
son's opinion that overemphasis on SAT and ACT 
scores is compromising the American education 
' s,ystrm. 
'I strongly endorse President Atkinson's sug-
11-es1ion tha1 all campuses move away from admis-
sion processes 1ha1 use narrowly defined quan1i1a-
. 1\ve formulas and instead adopt procedures that 
look at applicants in a comprehensive. holistic 
way." Herbert said i'1 a statement issued by the 
Board of Regenis. 
Atl<lnson said the SAT is cuhurally biased and 
unfair 10 disadvantaged students. The test. a com-
prehensive cxaminmion ofEnglish and math sl<llls 
that has been used for nearly 50 years. was taken 
by 2.4 million high school students during 1hc 
1998-99 school year, according to the Educa1ion-
al Testing Service. 
Herber! said thai the Florida Slate University 
Sys1em changed 1he system last year in an effor1 
.,lfl ,dn•emphasize 1he weight the lest carries. S1u-
uP.RJl!S who graduaie in the top 20 percenl of their 
class or have at least a 3.0 GPA are guarnnteed 
admission into one of Florida's JO state universi-
ties as part of the Talented 20 program. 
This, however. does not mean a student will be 
admitted to any university in which they apply. 
Though the SAT is not a requirement in the state, 
it is still used by many universities as a means of 
determining a projected success rate among the 
thousands of applicants eacli year and as a factor 
when admitting students with similar GPAs. 
Director for Undergraduate Admissions Cecil-
ia Leslie said USF takes SAT scores into consid-
eration by using a sliding scale. In this system, a 
student who has a high GPA has a lower SAT 
requirement. whereas a student with a lower GPA 
needs to achieve a higher score on'the test. Leslie 
said USF uses a 2.5 GPA cutoff. 
' Resear~h shows that a student with a high 
school GPA of a1 least 2.5 is more likely to grad-
uate.' Leslie said. 
But students who have a low GPA and do meet 
the corresponding SAT score :ire not immediately 
discarded. Leslie said change, to the freshman 
application were made lase year, adding more per-
sonal questions so admissions officers could per-
form profile assessments. 
"We read the application tllld an essay if one is 
provided,' Leslie said. "Then we look at the aspects 
of the student's profile. Were they economically 
disadvantaged? Did they have to work throughout 
high school to help support their family?' 
Leslie said other considerations inc luded 
whether English was the student's primary lan-
guage and whether access was available to AP and 
Honors courses. 
With backing from the Commissioner of Edu-
cation Charlie Crist. the proposition. if followed 
through, would eventually eliminate the SAT. This 
proposal, which according to BOR Public Infor-
mation Direclor Keith Goldschmidt. will be taken 
up by many other stares in the near future, is met 
with mixed reactions. 
T11e College Board, the non-profit organization 
that writes the test. said the SAT is used as a nation-
al yardstick. meaning it is the same for everybody. 
A GPA. however. varies based on which courses a 
student takes in high school and different weights 
colleges ,mribute to those courses. 
But President for the College Board Gaston 
Caperton. said Atkinson is right tha1 the 1es1 is 
overemphasized. and wants to collaborate with 
educators 10 curb 1his dilemma. 
United States 
New York - United Nations. the main warring parties in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo agreed last week to begin withdrawing more than 40,000 
troops within the next mouth in an attempt to bring the country's civil war to 
an end. 
Washington, DC - Tuesday, in its annual report on human rights around the 
world. the State departmem faulted Israel for using "excessive force" and Pales-
tine forces tor participating in. or at least fai ling 10 prevent, violent attacks 
thal con1ribu1ed to the cycle of 
bloodshed. 
Monday, the Mormon Church published records from the post 
Civil War Freedman's bank for newly released slaves making ancestral 
records available foras many as 12 million African Americans. The records 
had been available for years through the National Archives but were not in 
organized form until recently. 
US, British Forces Launch Iraqi Air Attack 
Tuesday. fugitive financer Marc Rich refused to appear before a house com-
mittee investigating his pardon as former President Clinton waived executive 
privilege. allowing his top aides to 1estify freely before the panel. 
Caribbean 
By ELIAS ADMASSU 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
,, 
Following President Bush's first military attack 
orders. US and British forces staged an air anack 
on Friday February 16 over Baghdad. Iraq. On a 
mission labeled "routine" by Bush. US and British 
planes bombed radar command sites in Baghdad 
for tl\C alleged installation of fiber optic cables by 
Chinese military and civilian workers. 
"Saddam Hussein should 
be clear that we will not tol-
erate continued attempts to 
endanger the lives of our air 
Despite the issued reasons for the air raids. many 
neighboring countries and fellow U.N. members 
have condemned the act. Super powers- China, 
Russia, and Fr.mce have continually voiced disap-
proval with the continued economic sanctions. 
Egypt, one of the key US allies in the Middle East. 
has sent Economy Minister Youssef Boutros-Ghali 
and Public Sector Minister Mokhtar Khattab to 
Baghdad to show support for Iraq after the bomb-
ings. 
'lrinidad - Monday. Denyse Plummer was ~rowned Trinidad and Tobago's 
2001 CalypsoMonarch as the annual Carnival celebration moved towards its 
climax on Tuesday. 
J amaica - Monday, one of Jamaica·s top judges. Justice Errol Webber. died 
at age 51 after an attack by a gunman and a subsequent car crash. 
crew" 
Reports stated that 24 US and British planes 
bombed five radar sites in an effort to stop the fur-
1hcr development of an Iraqi air defense system. 
The bombings, which killed two people and injured 
20 people, were reported have only hit 8 of their 
20 targets. A senior defense official stated Wcdne.~-
day that he didn't have exact numbers. but the 
bombs hit less than 50% of their intended targets. 
-British Defense Secre-
tary Geoffrey Hoon 
'We are here 10 support the Iraqi people and pro-
mote economic and financial relations between our 
countries:· Boutros-Ghali 1old reporters. as the 
February 26 meetings with U.N. secretary Koffi 
Annan neared. This was to discuss the lifting of 
economic sanctions and the re.-.umption of weapons 
inspec1ions. 
Tanzania - Monday. predominantly Hutu political parties of Burundi and the 
coumry's peace talks facilitator, Nelson Mandela, foiled 10 agree on leader-
ship of the country's transitional government. 
Burkina Faso- Saturday. Africa's premiere film festival. the Pan African Fes-
tival of Film and Television of Ouagadougou opened. The film fes1ival is in 
its 17th year. 
US Central Command said 1hat Iraq had increased 
its use of anti-aircraft forces over the No Fly Zone 
and that the bombings ,vere 1he appropriate mea-
sure. British Defell$e Secre1ary Geoffrey Hoon said 
the bombings were in "proportionate response" 10 
the Iraqi threat of patrolling aircraft. 
tolerate continued anempts to endanger the lives 
of our air crew.'' Hoon said. "But if he stops 
shooting at us there will be no need for the RAF 
10 attack his air defenses.'' 
Iraqi Depuly Prime Minister Threq Aziz ~tate\l. 
"U.S. policy on Iraq is isolated and unrea1onable:" 
pointing to objection of the air raid by other world 
powers such as China and Russia. Aziz said tha1 
Iraq was not surprised by 1he air auack and that this 
would not change Iraq's refusal to allow weapons 
inspection teams in10 Iraq. 
Secretary of State. Colin Powell met with Chi-
nese ambassador Yang Jiechi on Wednesday to dis-
cuss 1he air rnids and US disapproval of the Chi-
nese presence in lr~q. The US has found evidence 
that 1he fiber optic~ines were installed wub thi!.help 
of Chinese miliiary and civilian officials. Accord• 
ing to U.N. Security Council. Iraq is not supposed 
to have outside assistance in its projects. 
Cape Verde - Monday. both Cape Verdian candidates. Carlos Veiga and Pedro 
Pires claimed they had won the elec1ion. The Libi,:ral pndidat.e '(iega threat• 
ened to accept "nothing el~ than victory:· He also aet:used his ri'\'1ll, Pires of 
manipilhlting the resultl • 
Middle !fast 
Syria - The Bush administration said thal it favors elimina1ing many of the 
economic sanctions imposed on Iraq a decade ago. They plan. instead. to focus 
restrictions more tightly on President Saddam Hussein's military and his abil-
ity to produce weapons of ma,sdestruction. 
"Saddam Hussein should be clear that we will not 
Scientists Make Uncover More Human Genetic Code Information 
By DERRICK K. NAVO 
Hill1op Staff Writer 
Shedding light on the human's evolutional journey and 
correc1ing inscribed genetic mistakes are now conceiv-
able due to the recent findings on the human genome. 
James D. Watson is one of two premier scientists who 
revealed the basic structure of DNA in 1953, which led 
to the present discoveries concerning the human genome. 
A genome is all the DNA contained in an organism or 
a cell, which includes both the chromosomes within the 
nucleus and 1he DNA in mitochondria. 
• "All of us have different ways we wam the knowledge 
to be used." said Watson at a Washington, D.C. press con-
ference. "If diabetes is in your family. you want that under-
, stood. If there is mental illness. you want that understood." 
Some generic scientis1s are here at Howard University 
iacl<ling the iasks of the Human Genome Project. An 
entire noor has been renovated for the effort at the Human 
News Analysis 
Genome Center: 
this advancement 
promises 10 bene-
fit the University 
and the communi-
ty. 
Clinical re.search 
associate for the 
sickle cell center. 
Johari Abdul-
Malik. said there 
are questionable 
aspects of the 
genome research. 
which could 
directly affect 
African-Americans. 
"The discovery can be used as a tool for discrimination," 
Abdul-Malik said. "A pre-disposition for hypertension. 
or heart disea,e can be found and used 10 prevent the hir-
ing of Black people in 1he work place." 
The human genome-consisting of the 23 chromo,omes 
tha1 include the directions for human life- has 1iny mis-
spell ings within its instructions. 
Obtained during life or through hereditary misfortunes, 
these errors can be the difference between health and dis-
ease for many individuals. The International Human 
Genome Project and the Celera Genomics Corporntion 
have found information contrary to former theories pre-
sented in the past. 
Scientists said they were surprised a1 how few genes 
were needed to create human beings. "There is a lesson 
in humility in this," said Human Genome Project leader. 
Eric La.nder. to the W:,shington Post. "We have only twice 
as many genes as a frui t 0y or a lowly nematode worm. 
What a comedown." Only a few years ago. scientists 
believed that humans had as many as 140,000 genes, yet 
discovered the number to be much less. 
This finding. actually. makes scientists work more dif-
ficult, being that the human being is so complex with only 
around 30,000 genes. 
Delving into the newly revealed genome. scientbts 
(with 1he use of computerized ,carch engines} have dis-
covered more than 40 unknown disease gene,. as well as 
forms of muscular dystrophy. epile1,sy. color blindness. 
and deafness. 
Within the next few years. hundreds of others are expect-
ed 10 come about, e,,pedi1ing the development of diag• 
nostic tests and new drugs. 
Yet, methods for creating the best genome maps continue 
to bafne scientis1s. prompting a conference in April to 
facilitate a general agreement on an efficient technique. 
James D. Watson declared 1hat it is a wonderful day, bu1 
that scientists working on the genome project should no1 
rest. since 1ha1 much more work is needed in the future 
10 understand the genome and the causes of disease. 
a Problem So Dark, We Can't See the Way Out 
AIDS in Africa, A Problem Way Out of Proportion 
' By,LIONEL ISAACS 
' Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
Wajking the streets of South Africa, one cannot ignore the 
HIV prevention signs, bulletins, and commercials, all ele-
men1s of 1he grassroots efforts of a massive HIV/AIDS 
awareness campaign. The South African government has 
good reason 10 be gravely concerned. 
Th~ brunt of Africa ·s A IDS epidemic. which is the worst 
in \he world, is concentrated in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
Ac~ording to the UN's joint study on HIV/AIDS, there 
are•25.3 millio,1 people living with AIDS in Sub-Saha-
ran•Africa. The estimated total for the entire world is 36.1 
million. Countries like Botswana and South Africa, 
although economically strong, are buckling under the 
pressure of the epidemic. 
Th~ effects of having an estimated 8.8% of the popula-
tion ofthesecoumries living with AIDS. experts predict. 
will be dire on their economies. In South Africa. the epi-
demic is expected to result in a year 20 IO GDP being 17% 
lower than it would have been without AIDS. Botswana, 
a country witl1 the highest per capita GDP in Africa, is 
expected to lose 20% of its go,,ernmental budget as a 
result of the disease. 
AIQS has the region in a strang'ehold; counlries are strug-
gling 10 improve their health infrastructure to normal stan-
dards, but arc also being overwhelmed by AIDS patients 
with the disease in its later stages. Even when the disease 
is reported early. most patients cannot afford the expen-
sive treatments. some of which are being discovered. te.i-
ed, and approved, too slowly to help 1he dying anyway. 
A notable difference between the epidemic in Southern 
Africa. and the rest of the world. is the percentage of peo-
ple living with HIV/AIDS that arc women. Even in North 
Africa, only 40% of the afOicted population is female. 
whereas the region of Southern Africa is at 55%. This 
number is extremely impor1an1 because with women 
being the primary caregivers of children in most cases. 
this means many AIDS babies and other orphans will have 
to be cared for by the state. These countries are ill 
equipped 10 handle the volume of these children. In real-
ii)', any country would be hard pressed to deal with this, 
which is why prevention has always been the main strat-
egy 10 end the epidemic. 
Cause fot bopc wa~ foand in the fact that Sub-Saharan 
Africe has-~)lel'ic~d a drop in new infections as com-
pared to previous )lean.. ln 2000. new infections totaled 
3.8 million, as opposed to 4 million in 1999. The 
researchers responsible for the UN joint study believe 
there are two reasons for the decline. Successful govern-
ment prevention progrnms like Uganda's have been able 
to curb an increase in some regions. However, to quote 
the UN report, "the epidemic in many countries has gone 
on for so 1011g that it has already affecled many people in 
the sexually active population. le.wing a smaller pool of 
people still able to acquire the infec1ion." 
N1ha10 Malope ( 19). a second year student at the Uni-
versity of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South 
Africa commented on how AIDS affects his lifestyle. "I 
am from Kwazulu Natal, and I've heard that 1 in 3 black 
people have AIDS. So I don't usually go after girls from 
back home. and even up here I am still very wary of the 
girls I'm with." Chaba Tuhabalala (20), a first year Johan-
nesburg film student has a similar system. "I met a girl 
the other night who was real cool, sexy and everything. 
but once I found out she was from Zambia I had to leave 
her alone. My bes1 friend is Zambian. and his brother died 
of ATOS. its bad up there." 
Thankekile Nyembezi (20), also from Natal, is pes-
simistic about the situation in general. "Most of the treat-
ments for the disease come from America and the phar-
maceutical companies lhere aren't ioi~ to drop the 
prices. They want to nwke a living off the suffering of 
Africans. As long as this is the case, its just going to get 
worse and worse. especially since Mbekl [South African 
president] doesn't even believe HI V causes AIDS." 
Currently Africa ·s AIDS death rates are far higher than 
those elsewhere in the world because of most sufferer's 
inability to afford the expensive medications needed to 
trcai it. Recently a number of cheaper. generic medicines 
have become available and a 1997 law pill in place by then 
South African President Nelson Mandela made it possi-
ble for patients 10 use these drugs which violate the 
patents of international pharmaceutical companies. 
Presently. the government of South Africa is being taken 
to court by over 40 of these companies. UK-based phar-
maceutical company GlaxoSmithKline, the world's largest 
supplier of HJV and AIDS medicines. claims 10 be com-
mined to supplying cheaper AIDS medicines for African 
nations. 
Currently, the South African Health Minister has the right 
10 dismiss the patent of any drug, which is what these 
companies are opposing. The South African Health Min-
istry is adamant Lhat this law must be upheld in order to 
fight the epidemic. 
The statistics speak for themselves. In Sub-Saharan 
Africa. 8.8% of people between the ages of 15 and 49 have 
AIDS. In North Africa, only 0.2% of the same people 
carry the disease. Elsewhere in the world. the highest per-
centage is that of tl1e Caribbean, which is 2.3%. One can 
almost understand most Western countries complacent 
stance towards the disease. which has a stranglehold on 
the 'Dark Continent' . 
The epidemic is a crisis of massive proportions. and in 
the end it will cake a global effort to save the lives of the 
36 million people worldwide living with an AIDS death 
sentence looming over them. 
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Howard Grads Offer 
'Real' Taste of 
Southern Cuisine 
Students Weigh In On Tax, Education Proposals 
Many See Presidents Plans As Risky for Blacks 
By ERRtC,\ DOTSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When someone says "Soul Food 
Cuisine," a vivid image may surface 
of an elderly woman over a hot gas 
stove. frying up chicken. sprinkling 
a dash of cinnamon over baked can-
died yams, adding a dash of ~It to the 
collard greens and a little extm cheese 
to the macaroni. But that is not the 
case at this establishment. 
Recent Howard University gradu-
ates. Monique Knight and Shanda 
Watts, have set a new standard of sea-
soned excellence and soulful delight 
with the birth of Real New Orleans. 
a fast food take out with a taste of the 
deep south. 
"People are usually shocked to see 
two young women in here cooking. as 
opposed to seeing an older chef and 
crew," said Watts, co-owner of the 
Georgia Avenue eatery. '1nat often 
times lea,-es us open for str:mgeques-
tions and comments. l remember one 
time a lady even offered us her recipe 
for Gumbo!" 
But once customers get a taste. all 
of their subsequent doubts are 
replaced with complete satisfaction, 
Watts added. 
After graduation, both K11igh1 and 
Watts returned to their hometown of 
New Orleans. Louisiana. Like many 
recent college graduates, they were 
torn about exactly what 10 do nel(I. 
"First we thought about going 10 
Grad school, then we considered 
working for a while. but nothing was 
set in stone," said Knighl. 
"Then one day we began to toss 
around the idea of starting some type 
of small business.'' said Watts. "And 
after some mild discussion we fig-
ured we would suck to what we knew 
best-cooking New Orleans cui-
sine." 
It did not take long for the duo to 
begin to map out their plan of action. 
They knew that Gumbo, Crawfish 
and Po-Boy Sandwiches were in high 
demand in areas where this type of 
cooking was uncommon. These 
ladies also knew that they needed to 
be in an area that received heavy traf-
fic and where the menu could be 
appreciated by the surrounding 
neighborhood and frequent passers-
by. The best place, in their eyes, to 
make the concept become a reality, 
would be Washington, DC, in the 
area surrounding Howard University. 
Sometime in the near future, Watts 
and Knight hope to move their busi-
ness closer to Howard Uni-.·ersity, 
preferably in Wonder Plaza. "We just 
want students 10 know that they can 
do anything that they set their minds 
to," said Watts. "Don't ever be afrnid 
to make your dreams a reality, even 
ifit seems out of reach, because any-
thing is possible and \<'Care proof of 
that fact." 
"We came back to DC in January of 
1999 to get another look around." 
said Watts. "Monique and I original-
ly wanted to get in Wonder Plaza. so 
we contacted Century 2 1 for more 
information. The consultant, Norris 
Dotson, was really nice and offered 
us the suite where Jasmin's Pizza is 
now. But it was way too big and was 
somewhat out of price range. So he 
told us about this spot here off Flori-
da Avenue. And when we stepped 
inside we knew ... this was where we 
were supposed to be," 
Knight and WattS immediately 
returned home and began to make 
arrangements to move back to tlffi 
District. Now, located at 1845 7 
Street NW, Real New Orleans deliv-
ers to Howard University with mini-
mum order of $15. 
By ANDREA CORt;V 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In an effort to gain support for his proposed tax 
cut and education proposal, President George W. 
Bush set out on a campaign style tour last week 
which included stops in St. Louis and Columbus. 
Ohio. 
Congress received the two proposals Wednesday. 
Both of Bush's education and tax plans are con-
troversial issues because, as Cl(pressed by many 
Howard students such as education major Taheed 
Wilson, "in the ovemll distribution of funds the plan 
favors the rich in both tax breaks and education.'' 
With the Senate split 50-50 between Democrats 
and Republicans and two Republican Senators 
New Analysis 
publicly expressing reservations about the size of 
the tax cut, Bush has a huge task ahead of him in 
selling his education proposal and budget. 
Bush's education plan would tie federal funds to 
student performance in failing schools and pull fed-
eral dollars from schools that fail three years in a 
row. allowing students to use that money to enroll 
elsewhere. 
This plan has received much criticism from edu-
cators throughout the United States such as third 
grade teach~r and graduate student Alicia Hunt, 
who believes that "testing does not benefit students 
imd it has proven to be biased in numerous studies 
and neglects to take into consideration the eco-
nomic and/or social conditions of the students 
involved." 
TI1e second part of Bush's proposed legislation is 
his sweeping tax cut that would provide an across-
The Clinton Pardons 
The power of the privileged 
By S11 1\IA O RIF. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In his last day of office, fo,·mer President Bill 
Clinton took full advantage of his presidential 
privilege to issue pardons. He issued 140 of these 
and commuted the sentences of 36 individuals. 
Not long after these were done, the new gov-
ernment raised several controversial questions. 
Now while we are likely to rise to Clinton"s 
defense simply because we are his supporters, 
it is certainly arguable that the new government 
is justified in its inquiry of the former president's 
actions. 
Until this week. the main source of controver-
sy lay in the pardon of fugitive billionaire com-
modities trader Marc Rich. Rich. one of the 
world's wealthiest men. ncd the United States in 
1983 before being indicted on 65 counts of tax 
evasion and racketeering. He is said to owe 
approximately $48 million. Although Rich is 
Belgian born, he currently holds citizenships for 
Israel and Spain. 
The controversy stems from many issues. Per-
haps the most glaring is the relationship between 
Clinton. the Democratic Party and Denise Rich. 
ex-wife of Marc Rich. She has raised over 
$500,000 for both Clinton and the Democratic 
Party. There have also been questions of Israel's 
influence in the pardons. Clinton has said that 
he grunted that pardon purely on the basis of the 
legal merits of the case which he considered ·an 
unusual' one. 
This week, however, has added the issue com• 
monly dubbed 'Brothersgate·. Clinton has par-
doned his half-brother Roger who had been 
convicted of a drug charge in 1985. Roger Clin-
ton was arrested for drunk-driving last week. 
Hillary Clinton 100 was dragged into the con-
troversy when it was revealed that her brother 
rcceh-ed $400,000 for lobbying on behalf of two 
men who received pardons. The controversy 
surrounding Hillary deepens with the scrutiny of 
commutations granted to four Hasidic Jews from 
New York. The allegations are that the pardons 
came in exchange for votes in a New York com• 
munity. In last November's election, Senate can-
didate. Hi llary Clinton received 1400 votes in 
that community while her opponent only 
His Voice Resonates as Dr. King Himself 
Mcilvaine pe1forms a one-man oration that captures the essence of Dr. King 
the-board cut in tax rates; double the size of the 
child tax credit; grant a deduction of up to $3,000 
for married couples; and offer a charitable deduc-
tion for taxpayers who don't itemize deductions. 
It would expand education IRAs, abolish the 
estate tax. create a tax credit for lower income indi-
viduals to buy health insurance, and provide new 
tax breaks for long-term care. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the projected savings of 
the proposed tax cuts several of Howard 's finance 
majors caution taxpayers. 
'Junior finance major Marcus Sutton said if 
"Bush's JO year provisions are put into full effect 
nearly 60 percent of the tax cuts would go to the 
top IO percent of tax payers. for an average cut of 
$6.4 1 O a year and would virtually ignore the poor.'' 
' 
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Bill Clinton has remained open, claiming that the 
pardons were not influenced by anything other than 
legal issues. New President George W. Bush, while 
not necessarily agreeing with the pardons. does not 
intend to try to block them. 
There are indeed loopholes that may have been 
ex\Yioitable. Justice Department lawyers found 
19 century cases, suggesting a pardon was 
much like a warrant, requiring the notification 
of the individual or his lawyer. Some of Clinton's 
pardons have not yet been processed, including 
Rich's. and still await delivery. 
Ultimately, the pardons cannot be revoked. 
Clinton has, however, in al l fairness not given an 
adequate explanation for his actions. As such, the 
circumstances should be investigated. Those 
responsible for the probe are not anticipating a 
change in the law with respect to pardons. Sen-
ator John McCain who has been a nag bearer for 
campaign finance reform, points out what may 
be the most relevant issue in this controversy; 
while Cl inton may have had, ' the purest 
motives ... money buys access and access is innu-
ence.' 
By Mm<tCA B \Rtl.\RA 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
however, was performed in the strong vocal intonations 
of Or. King. 
Mcllv.iinc's performance was an interactive one, in 
which the audience was asked to support well-favored 
comments with, '·Amen.'' In addition. Mcilvaine joined 
the audience in a number of hymns. one ,o powerful that 
It stirred an audience member to stand and let his voice 
resonate throughout the church. Keeping with the pre-
vailing mood, Mcllvaine took the performance a step 
further by saying, "now I'm gonna do what I think Mar-
tin would want to do ... have church." 
to be hosted by the Downtown Cluster's Geriatric Day 
Care Center in an effort to raise S 1,000,000 in one year. 
Elois H. Jones, Chairperson of the Downtown Cluster's 
Geriatric Day Care Center Fundraising Committee, 
opened the program by noting the difficulties that any 
non-profit organization mu,t face. ·'One million dol-
lars in 2001 will solve facilities expansion concerns and 
improve existing services for the Center," said Jones. 
vocal arrangement, voice-overs. jingles, vocal unper-
sonations. and dialect training in urban street. rural 
native, and sports announcing. 
A native to Wa,hmgton, DC. actor. orator, and singer, 
Kcvm Mcllvaine approached the pulpit of the New 'fork 
Avenue Pre,byterian Church on Frid,ty, a, Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. A, he entered singing a hymn in the 
powerful and recognizable voice of Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr .. ,mall children. teens, adults and the elderly sat 
focused on his one man orntorical impersonation as 
though numbed by the presence of Dr. Martin Luther 
King himself. 
The performance was a combination of a biogr.iphy 
of Dr. King. history of the Civil Rights Movement. and 
a talk from the actor himself. The entire perform,mcc. 
*$99 
Round Trip 
• 
Throughout his performance, Mcllvaine recreated 
many of Dr. King's original speeches verbatim to 
incluM, excerpts from the "March on Washington,'' 
''Montgomery to Memphis.'' and the "Mountllin Top." 
The performance was one in a series of special events 
l '.=5i,!' ...:,., 
} AJ.wmys alfordnblo,. Pl.ways conve<1lent. AIW1!Y$ hassle-~ - -~ --~ ,c • • 
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Speaking about how he began the one-man show, 
Mcllvaine said that as a young boy he "was in New York 
city with some of these people ... ! heard Dr. King 
speak." Mcllvaine has been in a number of theatre pro-
ductions and is noted for his historical impersonations 
of Rev. Or. Martin Luther King Jr,, Frederick Douglass, 
and Malcolm X, to nrune a few. Mcllvaine also ha.~ expe-
rience Ill television. film, and video and has skills in 
Mcilvaine closed his performance with his personal 
message to the adult members of the audience to uplift 
the African American youth for a better tomorrow. He 
also led the audience in a final hymn dedicated to his 
late grandmother with the central message of faith and 
appreciation. 
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HUSA 
Instructions: 
Add Passion 
• 
a;nd Stir 
II 
SELLANO 
SIMMONS 
I s I crea1e 1hese words. I am 
sincerely 1rying 10 main-
lain a balance of slaying 
o/il of the elec1ions and still voicing 
~1inen1 concerns. Bui, I am really 
~tpunded. As the HUSA candida1es 
p(Cpare for 1he elec1ion there slill 
seems 10 be a lack of one impor1an1 
ingredient. .. passion. 
I don·1 know if anyone can remem-
bel las1 year·s election but this entire 
c:lo1pus was covered wi1h ma1erials 
al)4 signs and more impor1anlly. can-
d!dalfJ 1ha1 had a grea1 deal of pas-
S\'OJl· 'The elec1ions still had their 
co91°'in1s with the GEAC. more 
1ragicl11y last years candidales only 
had two weeks 10 run because of1he 
election chair debacle. I know e,oery-
one forgo1. no one was really paying 
a11en1ion. right. 
T),is years elec1ion has an eerie 
sub1leness about it that scares me. I 
will nor consider anyone who does 
n0j have he ability 10 move me 10 
action. This campus desperately 
needs leaders 1ha1 can evoke change 
and crea1e an interest in s1uden1s. 
Saying s1uden1s don·1 care is played 
out ... s,udents do give a damn". Let"s 
1hi11k for a minute. Prince Jones, stu-
dents were 1here. The 1ui1ion 
increase more than 150 students 
were present. II is not lha1 s1uden1s 
do 001 care but candidates along 
wilh the assistance of the GEAC 
have 10 strike a cord with s1uden1s so 
1ba1 they become encouraged 10 
come ou1 and participate. Howard 
University is very much alive bul we 
have 10 show a level of passion 1hat 
breaks 1hrough all of 1his mundane 
sense of apa1hy. 
Students also should be advised 
that once you do cast your votes, 
remember 1ha1 nex1 year you must 
support your candida1es by showing 
up for evenls, simply checking 10 see 
that their pla1form which essential-
ly affec1s you is being accomplished. 
Don·1 1hink 1ha1 your responsibility 
stops after you cast a vote. 
With 1ha1 said I still have faith in 
the H USA candidates, I know 1hat 
within 1ime 1he total package will 
triple in10 Ns and a great leader for 
this campus will emerge. Bui in 1he 
meantime, I am still waiting for pas• 
sion. 
Sella110 Simmons is a Les<1I Co111-
1111111ica1io11 major from Mi1101, NQ 
He ca11 be reached 1hro11gh HUSA ar 
/111sa_exec@hor111ail. 
Send 
Submissions 
to thehilltop@ 
hotmail.com, 
attn: Opinions. 
All 
comments are 
welcome. 
We Endorse the TOTAL PACKAGE 
The editorial board of The Hilltop, the 
nation's largest black collegiate news-
paper endorses the T.O.TA.L. 
P.A.C.K.A.G.E. of Brittney Cooper 
and Mark Williams for the presidency 
and vice presidency of the Howard 
University Student Association 
(HUSA) for 2001-2002. Based on the 
board's assessment, the T.OT.A.L. 
P.A.C.K.A.GE. plan of taking our ta!-
Editorial Endorsements 
cnts to another level with policy action 
and committee key to achieving gen-
eral excellence is the most well-devel-
oped platform of the three slates. Coop-
er and Williams appeared genuinely 
concerned with the condition of 
Howard University and the welfare of 
its students. 
The T.O.T.A.I.:.. P.A.C.K.A.G.E. plat-
form contains several sections, includ-
ing a foundation for student leader-
ship, a capital campaign for students 
which would form a partnership with 
University Advancement amd alumni 
affairs. Cooper and Williams have also 
laid out a platform that has a strong 
emphasis of working with graduate 
students. Under their general student 
initiatives, Cooper and Will iams pre-
sent feasibltt initiatives like the file the 
FAFSA campaign, Advocacy for E-
Registration, and Increasing Profes-
sional Research Time. Cooper and 
Williams plan to take full advantage of 
all their resources to move HUSA away 
from programming and pass that 
responsibility on to UGSA and other 
student organizations. The result is a 
HUSA focused on policy and action. 
Compared to other platforms, the 
T.O.T.A.L. P.A.C.K.A.G.E. was more 
prepared and organized. Their plat-
form reflects what a HUSA adminis-
tration should be. The other two slates 
lack this. While Brown and Dixon have 
the drive, we feel these sophomores 
would be better candidates next year 
,after they have gained more experience 
in student leadership. 
Derek Rodgers and Chandra Ander-
son have drive and vision, however 
their platform is not developed enough 
to sustain HUSA. They have a utopian 
view of the University, but they lack 
experience for these positions. We 
believe in their drive, but not in their 
ability to affect change. 
We cast our vote with Cooper and 
Williams. 
Breana C. Smith for Undergraduate Trustee 
The editorial board of The Hilltop 
endorses Breana C. Smith for under-
graduate trustee for 2001-2002. Based 
on the board's assessment, Breana C. 
Smith and her F.R.E.S.H. ( Furthering 
a Responsible Exemplary Sustainable 
Howard University) platform seems to 
be the best developed of the two plat-
forms. 
Recruitment. Smith seems genuinely 
concerned with the needs of the stu-
dents and the University as a whole. 
Some of her plans during her tenure are 
to improve the resources in the 
Women's Health Center, Burr Gym and 
Founders. Smith also proposed Opera-
tion M.A.L.E., (More African Ameri-
can Leaders Enrolled) a plan by Smith 
to increase male enrollment at the Uni-
versity. 
undergraduate trustee. Her vision is 
clear and her action is evident. She has 
already began to work on some of her 
initiatives, such as trying to get better 
services and more up to date literature 
for women's health issues. Smith plans 
to open a Trustee office, so students can 
have access to her and address their 
concerns. 
Undergraduate Trustee position so she 
would not be an a~set Howard students 
in the board room. Bell would better 
serve in a smaller position within her 
school, so she can make a more realis-
tic impact. 1 
Bell is running on four issues, which 
are a State of the art Campus, Educa-
tional Excellence, Financial Indepen-
dence, and Strengthening the Howard 
Family. These plans represent wishful 
thinkin(. 
The F.R.E.S.H. platform contains a 
handful of key issues: Facil ities Man-
agement and Improvement, Sustain-
able Thchnology Development, Exem-
plary academic standards, promotion 
of Faculty and Student Research, and 
Recruitment and Retent ion, Male 
Smith's plans are clearly feasible and 
able to be completed within the coming 
year. Smith, who plans to produce a dif-
ference in the Howard community. 
promises to be the best candidate for 
Compared to Undergraduate Trustee 
candidate. Lauren Bell, Smith is defi-
nitely the one for the job. 
The Hilltop stands behind the most 
qualified candidate: Breana C. Smith. 
¢ 
Bell, who is running under Progress to 
Greatness slate needs more progress. 
Bell needs more work on her campaign. 
She does not fully understand the 
Giving Students the Benefit 
of the Doubt 
Whats your Opinion? 
We encourage our readers 10 wrilc leners IO 1he edi1or. Tull us what you think 
!he paper and i1, con1en1>. We striv.: 10 produce a quali1y bi\\oeekly product wi1h 
!he news page, 1ha1 are devoid of slan1 or personal bias. Plea.e ;1ddress all the let-
1ers or cornmen1s 10. 
• 
JorRIDLEY 
Okay, so what has been going on? 
In covering 1he Speak Outs over !he last few 
weeks. auendance has been comparable 10 a 
roller coaster full of all its shifts and dives. lru-
tially, things s1ar1ed on 1he .. up and up .. _ auen-
dance steadily increasing wi1h all of !he candi-
dates focused, pa1icn1, and determined. 
Then suddenly everything plunged. head first, 
into a pile of indifference. It was as if both can-
didaies and students began heading downhill 
wi1h both hands off of rhe safery bar. Students 
stop caring. candida1cs stopped sharing leaving 
many studenls rnoearing. 
Somewhere along 1hc line, we lost it. It's possi-
ble 1ha1 1he General Elections Commiuee did 
not publicize the elec1ions enough. Maybe can-
didaics did not successfully appeal to their 
prospective vo1ers. Or maybe students are emo-
tionless, disinterested beings as they are por-
irayed. 
Contrary 10 popular belief, all of the above are, 
to some extent, false. All of !he above men1ioned 
sources have come under fire in recent weeks as 
everyone looks for somewhere 10 place 1he 
blame for not only student, bul Universi1y apa-
thy. I will. in all of my benevolence. a11emp1 10 
prove that each of these peoples· actions are not 
completely their faull. 
True, the General Elec1ions Comminee did not 
have Speak Out advertisemen1s plastered all 
over campus, but there are still 01her means for 
s1uden1s 10 gather information. l am sure that 
any random s1uden1 on the Yard could tell me 
which club will be hot lhis weekend before they 
could tell me which candidates are in favor of 
tuition increases (and yes there are some). If stu-
dents really wan1ed 10 know about the Speak 
Ou1s. they could have inquired in the General 
Elec1ions office. asked others around them, or 
even bener yet, and 1his may be a stretch: 
referred 10 The Hilllop. 
True. the candidates may not have reached 
each and every student, but they have addressed 
an overwhelming number of supponers. This is 
apparent by 1he groups of s1uden1s 1ha1 do not 
mind wearing the 1-shir1s. bunons. or stickers of 
!heir favorite cand1da1e,. Sruden1s have been 
complaining that ,1uden1s have not tried 10 reach 
0111 to 1hem. personally. While this may be true. 
we have to remember that on top of being candi-
dates. they are students first. And while they 
have no1 offered chicken wings (as 1hey have in 
pas1 years) 10 each student, 1hey have been dedi -
cated 10 campaigning and showing up 10 answer 
any s1~dcn1's issues al Speak Ou1s. 
True, students often (sadly) go unaware of 1he 
workings of their student government ,md those 
who are informed simply do not care 10 stay 
involved. Yet, I cannot help bu1 believe 1ha1 1here 
is sorne1hing deeper in the Howard communi1y. I 
find ii very hard to believe 1ha1 s1uden1s don't 
care when I can recall over I 00 s1uden1s gath-
ered in the adminis1ra1ion building 10 pro1es1 an 
increase in !heir 1ui1ion. I also remember 1hc 
uniry from s1uden1s around the 0agpole a1 a rally 
for the murder of one of 1heir own, Prince Jones. 
Students may 1101 come out in mass droves 10 
hea.r their future HUSA presiden1 and vice presi-
dent discuss pressing issues. bur l can·1 lei 1ha1 
represent 1heir in1eres1s as a whole. HU students 
have come through in the clu1ch when needed 10 
show how truly supportive 1hey can be. 
Although students have been seemingly AWOL 
throughout 1his campaign, I have to 1rus1 tha1 on 
Monday, students wi II turn out 10 show 1ha1 they 
are not completely heartless. S1uden1s have to 
put aside their personal issues with student gov-
ernment and come out 10 voice 1heir choice. For 
those, who do no1 a1 Jeas1 make 1ha1 effort. they 
have no real reason 10 complain with the offi. 
cials that are elec1ed 10 office. 
Joi Ridley is a fresl,ma11 prim journalism 
major. Sire ca11 be reached ar 1/,ehillrop@l,01-
mail.com 
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BISON YEARBOOK 
ACCEPTING , 
APPLICATIONS 
FOR 
- EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
THE HILLTOP 
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... . 
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\ 
IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER 
ROOM 117 
• 
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE 
.... TODAY .. THRU MARCH 9,2001 
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FffiST HOME GAME 
BISON vs. U. of Maryland 
2:30 TODAY, March 2, then 
3pm Double Header, Tomorrow vs. Binghamton U. 
& 1 pm, Sunday, March 4 vs. Binghamton U. 
ALL HOME GAMES ARE PLAYED AT JOE 
CANNON STADIUM 
Directions: Baltimore-Washington Parkway north, take exit for Route 
100 towards Glen Burnie, then take first exit to Dorsey Road. Take first 
left and follow road to the stadium. Stadium phone (410) 222-6652 
0 
First Home Game was yesterday vs. Mount St. Mary's 
Next Home Game is 3:00pm, Friday, ' c1rch 9 vs. Villa Julie 
@ Greene Stadium 
:--- I , 
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL SCORERS 
IN THE MEAC INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS: 
WOMEN: 
PRAK.ISO COLLINS - 55 METERS - 3rd & ALL-MEAC 
PRAK.ISO COLLINS - 200 METERS - 3rd & ALL-MEAC 
TILITA LUTTERLOH - TRIPLE JUMP - 5th 
MAYA CADWELL, AMANDA FRANKLIN, SJOBAN ', 1 ,KER 
& KRYSTAL PERKINS - DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY - 5th 
MEN: 
Tm: H ILl.:I'OP 
LANCE GROSS - LONG JUMP - 2nd & ALL-MEAC ~1;~':;>°"' 
D BERNARDM~RRAY-SSMETEgHUfiEj~moauwm ~ 
W 085 Wm [ondatulafions to: 
LADY BISON - REGULAR SEASON MEAC CPAMPIONS (Repeat) 
ANDREA GARDNER- MEAC Player of the Year and All-MEAC First Team 
CHANNELL \VASHINGTON - All-MEAC First Team 
ESSENCE COGGINS -Rookie of the Year & MEAC All-Rookie Team 
Congratulations to: 
BISON - For a great turn-around year!! 
DARREN KENNEDY - MEAC All-Rookie Team 
Student Affairs March 2001 
..,._..,... • •~•l'lf~----••11' A• • •• •' • • i•, ~•-t;1J""';•' ..... ~. , 
The Howard University Bison and Lady Bison gear 
up for the MEAC Tournament in Richmond, VA. 
Story on B2 
~ Calelds 
B3 
B11 
~ ·1AlSO INSRI 
-s Ute a SIJIII 
==---"'--- - - J:;: '------------- ------' 
he MEAC's Rookie of the Tuar Has Been Phe-
omenal in Her Freshman Season 
y BRANDON l\1, BICKJ-:RST,\Ft 
ports m,ek Editor 
Essence Coggins lies face down in her bed, exhausted from the evening's 103-69 win over the 
attlerettes of Florida A&M University. 
er Lady Bison team scored over 100 
oints for the umpteenth lime this season, 
put instead of bragging about what the 
team accomplished tonight, Coggins is 
boncerned about something else. 
f 
As she wearily lifts her head from her 
illow she asks in a voice barely audible 
o human ears, "Did the guys win?" 
This is just the kind of player Coggins 
)s, unselfish both on and off the court, 
~
~vith an uncanny ability to see the floor 
tter than many veterans of the game. At 
rst glance, the S-foot-8 guard out of 
earby Richmond, VA may strike one as 
R.Uiet and reserved. 
~
That is, until the opening tip. 
Almost immediately, Coggins trans-
orms into an opposing coach's night-
mare, punishing would-be defenders with 
~
I killer crossover dribble, scorching the 
ets with a three-pointer, or dauling 
behm~e- ·. -J&lk pas! fcir a qmc ,-;:::::-- _ ~tt1.!95a11·-nn ~ammatc, aji~. wi~ l 
jassist.~c qur1tion ije~sion ~r the gam!jjpassi~~ pro'u'dly cfisplays ~n her 
!
left arm m the orm of ·a heart-shaped basketball tattoo. She 1s currently ranked 19th m the 
nation in steals and earlier this week she was named as the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference's 
Rookie of the Year. a whole lot for the average college freshman, but Coggins is not your 
average freshman. Her teammates call her "Ess,'.' simply pronounced 'S,' as in "Some Kind 
of Wonderful." 
With the talent and poise she possesses, Coggins could be a star at almost any big-name 
school in the country. Along with Howard, Coppin State College and Long Island Universi-
ty in New York also put in bids for the Hugenot High School standout. For Coggins, choos-
ing Howard was simple. 
"I chose Howard because it is a real good ~lack school," she says. "I liked (former women's 
basketball head coach Sanya lyler), I liked the players, the atmosphere and its location from 
home." 
Despite coming to Howard without a major decided, there was one thing Coggins had decid-
ed on for sure. She knew that she would be rookie of tbe year. 
"My goal was to be rookie of the year," Coggins says. "That was my goal no matter what 
school I went to. I'm glad it's a goal I accomplished." 
Despite the individual honors, Goggins- recognizes the importance of her teammates in the 
Lady Bison's success. Getting the ball to her teammates is something she prides herself on. 
"My best quality is my passing," she says. "Coach calls me a play-maker, a leader some-
times. I sec (my role) as getting others involved in the game." 
Freshman Esse.nce Co~gln$ has been a p1easnnl surpri$C ror lhe Lady Bhon 
as well ns lheir f~}o~. 
Coggins has had to make a num-
ber of adjustments this season, 
most notably playing on a team 
that boasted only nine eligible 
players after semester grade 
reports were released. Many 
times Coggins, who usually plays 
the shooting guard, has had to 
start at the power forward position 
in a four-guard lineup. 
"(The academic situation) just 
made us stronger as a team," she 
says. ''We had to overcome that 
and do what we had to do. 
·'J did the same thing in high 
school," Coggins says. "Wherev-
er my coach needed me, she put 
me there. 1 just did what 1 had to 
d ,. o. 
What the Lady Bison have had 
to do is win, and win big. Along 
with her teammates, All-MEAC 
guard Chanell Washington and 
MEAC Player of the Year Andrea 
Gardner, Coggins has helped lead 
Howard to its fourth regular sea-
son conference championship in 
five years and the top seed in this 
year's MEAC tournament in her 
hometown of Richmond. 
Coggins has nothing but respect 
for her older teanm1ates, although 
See WONDERFUL, B8 
\ 
Photos by Mark Coleman 
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BISON ROUNDUP 
A LOOK AT THE TOP SPORTS NEWS & EVENTS AT HO'NARD AND THE WORl.O 
MEAC BASKETBALL STANDINGS 
Howard Univ 
S.C. State 
Delaware State 
Florida A&M 
Hampton Univ 
Morgan State 
Norfolk State 
Coppin State 
BCC 
UMES 
N.C. A&T State 
Hampton Univ 
S.C. State 
Delaware State 
Norfolk State 
Coppin State 
UMES 
N.C. A&T State 
Howard Univ 
BCC 
Florida A&M 
Morgan State 
Women's Basketball 
CONFERENCE OVERALL 
fil ~ ff fA fil ~ ff fA 
14-3 .824 91.9 73.8 17-9 .654 82.3 76.5 
12-5 . 706 71.2 69.1 16-9 .640 69.8 68.0 
12-6 .667 66.7 63.9 14-13 .519 59.9 64.6 
10-7 .588 70.8 70.5 14-11 .560 68.1 68.9 
10-7 .588 75.5 67 .3 12-14 .462 75.6 71.1 
10·8 .556 71 .1 70.4 10-16 .385 67.5 72.0 
9-8 .529 68.9 68.4 13-13 .500 66.8 67.9 
8-10 .444 68.7 71.7 10-16 .385 65.5 72.8 
7-11 .389 67.5 71.7 10-16 .385 68.2 72.6 
3-14 .176 52.8 64.8 5-21 .192 54.0 67.0 
1-16 .059 64.6 77.4 3-23 .115 62.8 76.7 
Men's Basketball 
CONFERENCE OVERALL 
fil ~ ff fA fil ~ ff PA 
14-3 .824 79.8 70.1 21 -5 .808 78.1 70.4 
13-4 .765 71.6 65.9 16-12 .571 66.8 66 4 
11-7 .611 65.4 64.7 12-14 .462 63.2 67.8 
10-7 .588 74.1 72.2 10-16 .385 72.6 78.0 
10-8 .556 67.9 62.5 12-14 .462 64.4 67.0 
9-8 .529 67.2 69.8 11-15 .423 64.9 74.0 
8-8 .500 70.1 68.7 11-14 .440 67.7 71 .3 
8-9 .471 68.1 71.4 10-16 .385 68.9 78.8 
4-13 .235 59.0 65.1 8-18 .308 63.0 68.8 
4-13 .235 65.9 74.1 6-20 .231 66.8 79.7 
3-14 .176 67.2 72.5 4-21 .160 66.7 75.0 
BISONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY JOI C. RID LEY 
Bison Baseball Gets 
Underway 
By EL8NA BERGERON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Head Coach Jimmy Williams feigns amazement at the mention of the 
number. "Eleven." he asks with raised eyebrows and a smile. "Are you 
sure? I'll have 10 look at the roster again" 
Do not let the theatrics fool you. Williams knows exactly how many 
first-year players he carries on his Bison baseball team's roster and he 
has big hopes for all of them. 
Exactly half of the 22-man roster is fu-st-year players, including nine 
true freshmen. most of whom he recruited himself. With this recruiting 
class, second-year coach Williams has addressed depth issues that 
plagued the learn down the Streich las1 season. Among 1he freshmen. four 
are pi1chers or posi1ion-players who can serve as pi1cbers. 
As opposed to last year's stream of conver1ed position-players used in 
relief, 1his season will see a more conserva1ive use of arms. Williams 
has already shown faith in his new crop of players, handing 1hem the ball 
early in 1he season. 
"h's impor1an11ha1 we ge11hese guys some playing time. some expe-
rience, so 1ha1 la1er in the ,eason, they' II come around," Williams says. 
In only the second series of1he season, Williams started righ1-handed 
freshman Anthony McCoy a1 Nor1h Carolina A&T with another frosh. 
Carhon Howard. in relief. McCoy 100k 1he loss, surrendering one earned 
run off 1wo hits in 2 l /3 innings of work. Williams describes ii as an 
"impressive" star! for McCoy, ahhough he commined 1wo third inning 
errors. 
"We los1 thal game on error,;," Williams said. "Even though Anthony 
look lhe loss, he didn't really ge1 hil hard all day." 
The Bison re1urn four s1ar1ers from last year's squad 1ha1 finished sec-
ond in the MEAC's North Division wilh a leam earned run average (ERA) 
~9.4~ . 
The ro1a1ion femures seniors Mike Hughes and AJa.n Harrison. LHP 
Hughes averaged 9. 1 Ks/game in 14 slarts while RHP Harrison led 1he 
learn in ERA (6.30) lasl season. 
Rounding ou11he crew are junior lefl-hander Erik c~usey, who finished 
in 1he 1op 10 in 1heconference for innings pitched (54.2. 3.64 IP/G), and 
INF/OF/RHP Owighl For1une. McCoy. Howard, Omar Shakoor, and Der-
rick Brown will see spOI smrts and innings in relief. 
Offensively. Williams has ,1acked the top of the lineup with speedy ve1-
erans. Leading off, ou1ficlder Kei1h Sneed returns after a breakoUI sea-
son. Sneed will be followed by Fortune. Bo1h can generale e."ra base 
hits, bu1 Williams says ii is 1hcir speed 1ha1 delermined their place al the 
lop of 1he order. 
"I'm defini1ely going for more aggressive base-running lhis season," 
Williams said. 
Middle infielder Byron Espinales. an unselfish contacl hiuer, fills the 
lhird slot Since losing slugging seniors Eunique Johnson and James 
Perry. who accounlcd for a combined 12 home runs and 62 RBI. the Bison 
are looking 10 a pair of rehabili1a1ing ve1erans for help in 1he heart of the 
lineup. Senior catcher Reggie Adams and junior C/OF/IB Charles 
Maclin wi ll share cleanup du1ies. Finishing off the order will be return-
ing sophomore C/1 B/3B/OF David Durand and freshman s1andou1s. 
I B/OF Alex Bean and OF Thmir Mu1akabbir. 
The Bison wi ll have 10 be aggressive on the baselines and manufac-
rnre runs this year in ordeno survive a tough schedule that fearnres in1er-
conference play al the beginning of 1he season. The 1eam has already 
faced Big 12 compe1i1ion again'sl 1l:xas 1l:ch and a hard-biuing Mercer 
University learn wi1hout success. 
Howard traditionally does well within the Nor1h Division. facing 
inua-conference foes MD-Eas1ern Shore (0-15. 1-46) and Coppin S1a1e 
(4-9. 4-29). bu1 Delaware S1a1e (14- 1, 21-12) re1urns enough sophomore 
talenl 10 po,ea problem fora Howard 1eam thal finished 11-5, 12-39 lasl 
season. 
The Bison will play hosl for 1he firs! time this season as 1hey face the 
Universi1y of Maryland 1oday al 2:30 p.m .. along wi1h Bingham1on Uni-
versily lomorrow in a double-header and againsl Bingharn1on again on 
Sunday. All home games are played at Cannon S1adium in Maryland. 
Write for 
Sports Week 
Call Brandon @ 806-6866 
THE HILLTOP 
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The Road to Richmond 
Tydigga and Clark Kent Run 
Down the MEACs Finest 
By TYRONE MCCANDIF-~ and BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF 
Hilhop S1aff Wri1ers 
The MEAC 1ournamen1 is now upon us! With some luck yours truly ('fydig-
ga) and Clark Kent (Brandon) will make ii 10 Richmond, VA 10 cover 1he 1our• 
nament. Well, let's 001 get inlo thal at 1his momenl. We jus1 need to finish sell -
ing these boo1leg Vanilla Ice CD's over al Georgetown and we're in! Bui, haven't 
we had a great season in 1he MEAC? Frankie Allen has given all of us al 1he 
Mecca hope for good fortune in baske1ball. 
Speaking of Howard. Cathy Parson con1inues the tr;1dition ofbea1ing opponems 
silly in 1he MEAC. Essence Coggin, dazzled us and she is only a freshman. 
Andrea Gardner picked up player of 1he year honors and Channel Washing1on 
did her 1hang. 
Ali Abdullah proved that he is a leader and Reggie Morris showed us whai a 
true 1eam player is. By the way, much props 10 Darren Kennedy, who gave Howard 
a huge lifi 1his year. Oh yeah. big ups to 1hc men and women 1eams for giving 
us grea1 games as well. Who could forge1 about Ali Abdullah's driving lay-up 
10 cap a wild 64-63 victory over Delaware Srnte? Whal aboUI Washing1on's 37 
Phom l)j Mark Coleman 
Andrea Gardner and the Lady Bison look to earn a 
berth in the NC\.A toumanw-nt. 
points 10 beai rival Hamp1on in 
early February? Now, il's time 
10 gel down 10 business: crack-
ing down on the MEAC 1our-
namen1. You know you're ready 
10 see who is in con1en1ion for 
the league's lone ber1h 10 the 
NCAA. Oon·1 trip. chocolme 
chip, Brandon and I (correc1 
English) have come 10 save 1he 
day. 
PICK TO WIN IT AU 
MEN-Jusl like the Super Bowl 
we're at odds. Now I believe 
Hampton. with 1heir superior 
guard play (Marseilles Brown 
and LaSean Howard) and AII-
MEAC player of 1he year Tavis 
Williams. will cu1 down the nets 
al 1he Richmond Coliseum. To 
be honest, Hamp1on has a very 
good 7-2 non-conference record 
and has a~r1ed i1self as a good. 
mid-major program. Plus. 
Hampton has lived up 10 1he 
expeclations or being 1he bes1 
1eam in the MEAC 1his season. 
Mr. Kent. however. selec1s 
Somh Carolina Staie 10 lake the 
whole lhing 1his year. MEAC 
Coach of1he Year Cy Alexander 
has pulled a rabbi! out of his hm. 
getting 1cn new players 10 gel 
and claw their way 10 a second 
place position in 1he conference. 
Having senior D~x1er Hall suil• 
ing up for the 1eam doesn'I hurt, 
either. The 6-foo1-8 forward 
made the AII-MBAC 1eam for 
1he second consecutive year this 
season and is second in 1he con-
ference in rebounds. averaging 
9.0 a game. Hall won'1 be 
enough 10 stop Williams by him-
self, but wi1h help from his sup-
porling cas1, Somh Carolina 
S1a1e will be a force 10 be reck-
oned with. 
WOMEN- This is a mu1e poinl. 
The Lady Bison by far have the 
mos1 talen1ed 1eam. With only 
nine ac1ive players remaining 
on 1he roster, Howard has ou1-
gunned and out-played 1he com-
petition in the MEAC. Howard 
averages 91.9 poinls a game in 
conference play and is ranked 
fifth in the country in <coring. 
MEAC Player of lhe Year 
Andrea Gardner is an unslop-
pable force. Senior AII-MEAC 
guard Chanell Washing1on has 
1hc kind of firsi s1ep that can 
Photocouric,,yof MEAC Ba.,ke1b:lll 
Oexler I htll and the South Carolina SIJlle BulJd~ 
Sland bel\\cen Humplon and an NCAA 1bumament 
berth. 
shake opponents right ou1 of 1heir 1hongs. Finally. freshman Rookie of the Year 
Essence Coggins dazzles with passes siraighl out of an "AND I" mix 1ape. If 
the Lady Bison play their level of baske1ball. ii will no1 ma11er whal everyone 
else does. 
THREATS AND DARKHORSES 
MEN- Hamp1on will defini1ely have 1ocon1end with a dangerous Delaware Stale 
1eam. The Horne1s are 1he typical March madness team 1hn1 can surprise peo-
ple in 1hcir conference 1ournamen1. 
Another squad on the rise is Norfolk Sime. Oon'1 sleep on the Spartans. peo-
ple. This 1eam gave a very talen1ed SelOn Hall squad everything it wanted ear-
1 ier this season. They also have one of the bes1 rebounders in 1he country in 6-
10 forward Darrell Neal. 
Lei's nol forget "Fang" M~tchell's Coppin S1a1e Eagles. Coppin. behind Joe 
Brown. is one of the more feared 1eams in the country tha1 you don'1 know abou1. 
We have 1wo "dark horses" in this ca1egory. One is Aggies or North Carolina 
A&T The Aggies. who are s1ill smarting from las1 year's heart-breaking loss in 
the tournament 10 Hamp1on. 
Our Howard Bison are ye1 ano1her darkhorse in this year's 1ournamen1. You 
can be1 your validalion stickers tha1 firs1-year coach Frankie Allen (who should 
See MEAC on BS 
Eagles, Lady Eagles Sweep .~oward 
Coppin State Posts Wins Over Both 
Howard Teams 
By TYRONE McCANDt•:.~ ANO BRA 'IIJON M. BICKERSTAFF 
Hilltop Siaff Wri1ers 
h was supposed 10 be a great day for Howard Universi1y. Senior Chanell Wa,h-
ing1on was honored al the half and named 10 lhe AII-MEAC fir.I team. Fresh-
man Essence Coggins was named Rookie of 1he Year. :ind junior Andrea Gard-
ner was named MEAC Player of the Year. To lop ii off. Coach Ca1hy Parson was 
congra1ula1ed on winnin'g her 200th career baske1ball game and the Lady Bison 
had struggling Coppin S1n1e coming into the Burr. Then. like a scene from FOX's 
"When Good Times Go Bad," 1hings wenl sou1h for Howard as Coppin Srnte 
100k advanrnge of poor shooling by the Lady Bison and hung on for a hard-fought 
78-74 vic1ory Monday nigh! in 1he Burr Gymnasium. 
Coppin Stale showed thal !hey were for real early in lhe game. TI1e Lady Eagles 
held Howard withom a field goal for 1he firs! 5:23 of 1he game. Up 12-5. 1he 
Lady Eagles 1ven1 on a 12-2 run, stre1ching their lead 10 24-7 with 11 :03 lefl in 
the firs1 half. 
Howard answered 1he L,dy Eagles' challenge behind 1he inspired play of Yeua 
Enobakhare. who helped close the middle off from Coppin Staie. The 6-3. junior 
cen1er scored nine points as Howard wenl on a 25-7 run 10 rnke a brief one-poinl 
lead lnle in the second half. 
"l saw my learn down and it hurl me." said Enobakhare. "l knew I had 10 do 
some1hing in 1hb game. I had 10 be 1he spark of 1he team.'' 
Behind Enobakhare. the Lady Bison defense held Coppin Srn1e to jusl one field 
goal during the 10-minule span. Howard was s1ill down 36-33 al 1he half. 
In 1he second half, Howard went after Coppin S1a1e. Af1er a baskel by Cop-
pin's Shequra Dickerson. 1he Lady Bison used a 16-4 run 10 rnke what seemed 
10 be a commanding 49-42 lead. 
Howard strelched i1s lead 10 as many as cigh1 in the second half. Then. with 
ten minu1es lefl. Coppin made 1hc decisi\'e run in 1he game behind Keisha Brooks, 
Bisonette of the Week 
Leah Smith 
Age: 20 
Sign: Cancer 
Classification: Sophomore 
Major: Pre-Pharmacy 
Hometown: West Palm Beach, FL 
" ' 
who repea1edly broke the Howard press. The senior guard ended wi1h a game-
high 29 poinls 10 go along wilh 12 rebounds and seven assim. 
The Lady Bison also helped 1he Lady Eagle cau,e. going five minu1es wi1h-
ou1 a field goal. Coppin would regain a double-digi1 lead with 2: 13 left in the 
ball game. Howard 1ried to figh1 back hm could not overcome 1he defici1. 
"My biggesl concern was intensi1y," said Parson. "My aim is 10 ge1 my play-
ers 10 play hard for 40 minu1es. We mus1 learn 1ha1 when people begin 10 chal-
lenge you. you musi play defense." 
Howard was plagued by bad ,hoo1ing especially, going 3-22 from 1hrec-poin1 
land. 
"We gol open looks. but could no1 gel [any) ,hots 10 ran;· Parson said. 
Washing1on added. "Our offense feeds off our defense. We didn'1 do a good 
job on defense.'' 
Coppin State's Coach Derek Brown agreed. 
"Fortuna1ely for us. they s1ar1ed putting up some threes early and couldn'1 ge1 
them 10 fall," Brown said. 
Coppin Sm1e is now I0-16 overall and 8-10 in 1he MEAC. The Lady Bison fall 
10 17-9 overall and 14-3 in 1he MEAC. bm they cap1ured !heir second consecu-
1ive regular season crown and four1h in five years. Andre.1 Gardner led Howard 
wi1h 19 poin1s and 16 rebounds. Coggins had 13 point; to go with IO boards and 
eighl assis1s. Washington scored 14, Enobokhare had I I . and Simone Agee fin-
bhed with 10. 
Meanwhile. Joe Brown and his Coppin S1a1e Eagles dismantled the Howard 
Bison in Bahimore to end Howard's three-game winning s1reak with a 78-S4 
vic1ory. Brown scored 21 points as the Eagles (12-14, 10-8) held the Bison 10 
a dismal 24 percenl from the field. 
The Bison ( 10-16, 8-9) made jus1 three ou1 of 34 shots 10 score 15 poinis in 
1he first half. 
Ali Abdullah led the Bison wilh 20 poin1s and All-Rookie Darren Kennedy 
was sidelined in the second half with an ankle injury. 
Larry Tucker also scored 21 for the Eagles, and pulled down I I rebounds in 
1hc win. 
Howard will end the regular ,ea~on with a 1rip 10 Princes, Anne. MO 10 face 
Maryland Eastern-Shore on Thursday. 
""'----------,---------- --- ---
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What's Engage'?! 
Check out the latest in Fine Arts 
and exhibit s. Read the Engage' 
section every Tuesday in The Hill-
top. 
• • 
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POIATOf 
The Power 
Of Pain 
By: TAl'Sll WILi.JAMS 
Sickle Cell Anemia is a disease 
which affects 1he red blood cells 
causing them to become sickle or 
crescent like in shape, as oppose to 
oval, this is due to their lack of oxy-
gen. 
Though the above paragraph 
defines Sickle Cell Anemia in a bio• 
logical sense, it doesn't come close to 
defining what Sickle Cell is to those 
inflicted with the disease, like myself. 
Pain ca.using both physical and 
emotional scarring, alienation, being 
picked on often, and death are the 
thoughts that constantly pop into my 
mind, when I think of Sickle Cell as 
a part of y life. 
While I was in her Uterus, my 
mother was told that the daughter 
she prayed for might be infected with 
a disease, a disease with life threat-
ening devastated. long term conse-
quences such as pull ing in the 
extremities. severe anemia. breathing 
problems, lethargic pain, possible 
organ failure and even death. My 
mother was of course devastated by 
the news but through prayer she 
hoped 1 would beat the odds as my 
older brother had. After I was born. 
the doctors' suspicions were correct 
and after a blood test my mother 
received a lener in the mail inform-
ing her that I did have the disease. 
My mother could not conceive of 
one of her own babies being in so 
much ifi~d so she fell into a state 
of denJ!.ll-J"¥i~ ~ld__Qy~e 
would figure it was from hunger, 
loneliness. colic or any often-normal 
reason for a baby 10 cry. Not until I 
was 18 months old and so sick that I 
needed a blood transfusion. had it 
dawned on her that I had Sickle 
Cell. You must remember during 
this time. 1978, Sickle Cell was not 
a well-known disease and so that 
added to the fear in my mother's 
heart. 
Growing up. I was aware I had this 
''thing'' that was the cause of the 
pains I would get and even why I had 
to go to the hospital: I didn't howev-
er realize how different that made me 
until I ,tarted going to elementary 
school. In school a whole new prej-
udice arised for me. All of the chil-
dren and teachers would whisper 
whenever I would ha,-e to go home or 
to the nurse's office. which was often. 
I couldn't undcr~tand why people 
would shy away from me or be very 
nice to me, too nice. I felt really out 
of place and alone. 
I was ab~cnt far too much to estab· 
lish any close bonds anyway. It 
seemed whenever there was a social 
occasion, I found myself in the hos-
pital. I would have to say it was like 
a second home. I know all the doc• 
tors and of course they IQ,ew me. I 
was there so often I became the wel-
come wagon for any new children 
new to my area. 
As I got older I began to understand 
that sickle Cell Anemia was making 
it hard for me to live the war. I want-
ed to. And as anyone who feels they 
have been unjustly served with some• 
thing. I asked the inevitable question, 
Why me? What, did I do something 
in another life to deserve this? Why 
must I be in such pain to the emo-
tional and physical? Is it that I don't 
pray enough? No mailer what I 
thought of it just didn't seem frur. 
And for a while when I would be in 
church at school or someone would 
say "let us pray" at dinner. I would 
think of anything bur God. because he 
couldn't have thought much of me to 
sentence me to this life with pain. 
Around the time of seventh 
grade I read many books on slavery 
and started to see that many that 
many of my own were faced with 
obstac les and st ill were able to 
become inspirations. During this I 
stopped feeling sorry for myself and 
stated focusing on those things God 
had given (\le. 
After finishing elementary school, 
I decided to begin high school with 
a different auitude, and I did. I began 
to take comrol of my illness instead 
of it taking control of me. I avoided 
all triggers that would contribute to 
becoming ill, and changed my diet to 
better suit my needs, and I also tried 
By CHAIA ODOMS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
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Let's not play around. We all know what 
spring break is all about. It's every college stu-
dent 's time to let loose, or get crazy, not think 
about school work or that college even exists, 
to have mindless frolicking flings and to bare-
ly remember it the next week. Some students 
choose to stay at school. go home or even spend 
that precious week volunteering in the 
Appalachian Mountains. Although those 
actions are admirable and commendable. the 
average college student is looking for sun. 
sand and unlimited pleasure. 
When it comes to the spring break hot spots, 
many have changed over time. Some have 
been consistently on the list since our parents 
were in college. while others have come and 
gone. Basically, some sizzle and some have 
definitely dwindled. To make your planning 
easier, if you haven't made plans, here is a Top 
5 "Not so Hot" Spot list and Top 5 "Hot'' Spot 
list 
5. Orlando, Florida - The home of Disney World. 
Epcot Center. and MGM among other theme parks: 
Orlando has decreased as a spring break spot. College 
students have no interest in "innocent" daytime fun. with 
virtually no nightlife. Who would want to eat dinner ne.xt 
to a five-year-old kid? Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse 
just don't have the same thrill as they used to when we 
were in elementary school. Theme parks are played out 
and juvenile, setting any spring breaker up for a dull 
week. 
4. New York City, NY - New York is either home or a 
second home for college students all over. especially east 
coasters. If any student wanted to go to New York, they 
could ask a friend and they could "catch a ride" with a 
City native. (They tend to go home every weekend). Only 
a four-hour ride from Washington, DC. New York City 
is just not a spring breakers dream trip. No one really 
wants to take the Subway or inhale a plethora of pollu-
tion. Compared to sun and fun in other place,, a classic 
Jamaica, Queens shopping trip shouldn't be done over 
spring break week. 
Hot 
• 
. 
5. San Juan, Puerto Rico - This can be counted as a safe 
choice_ There will be sun. beaches and plenty of nigh ti ife 
for the average tourist. There will be a fair amount of spring _ 
breakers there and count on interaction with the natives. 
Going to a place where t0urism is a top priority, you can 
count on daytime activities and nightclubs to keep you busy. 
Just remember to brush up on that Spanish! 
4. Negril. Jamaica- Emerging as an ever so popular spring 
break spot, Negri! has and will continue to attract under• 
grads. With many choices of hotels. beaches, water sports 
,1nd clubs, no undergrad would have a minute to be bored. 
Vacationers can enjoy jerk chicken, curry and beef patties, : 
while they get their hair braided with beads. The week wi ll : 
end in a hurry and you wish you could go back to the fi'rst • 
day. Negri! is guaranteed fun: and try to get that accent 
down! 
3. Daytona Beach, Florida - The last three hot spots. espe-
cially this one. wa, extremely hard to put in an order. All 
3. Virginia Beach, VA - Well, well, well. Virginia Beach 
used to be the only place to go. You always hear your par-
ents. aunts or uncles talk about that one nostalgic trip they 
made to "VA" Beach and how they had the most fun C\'er. 
These days, Virginia Beach has fallen off terribly and is 
reserved for short weekend~ like L~bor Day. A whole 
week in Virginia Beach is no longer a fantasy. but rather 
a las! re\ort. Stay away! 
Wall Disne,· \\Orld. belo\,. 1&..CS its majkduringSpring 8re-J.k." hile Ca.ncun. ahmt'. 
~just heating up. 
of these spots are equally respected for its fun content. Many 
black college spring breakers visit Daytona for the Black 
College Reunion. Some ha,·e called it a new Freaknik. 
There is enough fun, sun. girls and guys looking for a week 
of free expression with no strings a11ached. Count on girls • 
.in miniature or non-e~ istent clothes and bare-chested guys. • 
Get ready for SUVs bumping the newest music and motor• 
cycles. Daytona can definitely provide a week of fun. 
- ...... .. 
' " 2. Myrtle Beach, SC - No longer a popular ,pot for 
spring break. Myrtle Beach has become popular for 
Black Bike Weekend, which is during the summer. There 
are many complaints that it is a "dead" town and the 
weather is too cold for a spring break rendezvous. Teale-
da Nesbitt. who went to Myrtle Beach last year said. " I 
didn't even meet any college students there. It was just a 
regular town with regular residentS." Sounds like a dis-
appointment. Myrtle Beach is not recommended for the 
sprins breaker. 
I. Atlanta, Georgia - This used to be the hands-down 
spring break destination of any blnck college student. 
Freaknik u.sed to be the pinnacle. highlight and climax 
or the Atlanta University Center (AUC). up until 1997 
when Mayor Bill Campbell shut it down. College stu-
dents, along with people who just wanted to experience 
the fun with video cameras, made many freaky, yet 
unforgenable moments here. If you made the trip to 
Atlanta. you could have no inhibitions. If anyone saw the 
MTV special or attended the sexually charged event, you 
know what I'm talking about. Too much violence and 
traffic an1ong other reasons are why the popular Freaknik 
was shut down. Younger college students missed their 
chance to attend and are perhaps bitter about that. 
\ Wo+ 2. Miami. Florida -As Wi ll Smith said. "All night in the ' place 'til the break of dawn .. . " explains Miami perfectly. As New York is the city that never sleeps, Miami's nightlife never sleeps. With the popularity of Luke Campbell's par- -ties. thrown every spring break. mnny studenis make the 
trip way down south to Miami . Anything wi ld. crazy or 
freaky. will take place in Miami. Not always a trendy place 
for black students. Luke has attracted many and Miami has 
become a scorching place in March. 
I. C:1ncun. Mexico - The number one spring break spot has 
to be Cancun! lt can be described ,is a tropical paradise that 
makes you forget your troubles. With an 18-year-old drink-
mg age. as in Jamaica, it gives under 21 American youth , 
a taste of legal liquor. During the day you can snorkel, visit 
ancient Mayan ruins and eat at line Mexican restaur-.mt,. 
Cancun is the epitome of spring break, never a dull moment 
or a day without sun. Words 10 the wi,;e: If you haven't made 
any plans for spring break. make them now for Cancun! 
No matter what your plans are. it's time for you to make 
those reservations quick. With less than 1hree week, left 
to the break. if you wait, it might not be so 'hot.' 
I ' 
" , 
I• > U 
H~ward Students Make Cheap Clothes Priceless 
By: Thehsha A. _Woods cnt and it is just better to work with old jeans or material to do na\'or 10 1t, it is furry and its very big and it also has leather 011 
., 
H1 II top Staff Writer that " •• 'd fre h b ad t · · C I A d U · - • - · . '."'1 . s man ro, cas _maJor rysta n crson. smg the side. It s a mce coat that I wear when I go with my girl, to , 
the unique ,tems found at a thnft sto:e to create your own, look a laid back environment like a tea or coffee shop." 
Did you ever see someone wearing such a unique outftt that 
rou w~ndered when they bought it? The answer to this thought 
JUSI nught surprise you. "Like the sayins that goes one man's 
trash in another man's treasure you can really find things that 
you can't believe at a thrift store," said sophomore human-com-
munications major Tura Curtis. 
And many Howard students are doing just that. Thrift stores 
aren't just for older generations, more and more young people 
are frequenting area thrift stores for the unique fashions and the 
cheaper prices_ 
"You're getting quality clothes for a cheaper price," said 
junior mu~ic-education major Robert Harris. This factor is what 
appeals to most college students who are trying to save money. 
"Most of the time people don't even notice that it is from there 
(a thrift store) if you buy the right stuff," Harris continued. "We 
really have things in our store priced affordably so students who 
are looking for things such as coats or jeans come here," said 
Cindy Kadish a volunteer cashier at the non-profit Air Force 
OWC Thrift Shop in Anacostia. Some students who are into 
creating a different look shop also shop at thrift stores. 
"I like to fix up my own clothes and make them look differ-
often _leads to many students wondering where they too can buy But distiac1ive fashions aren't the only thing that ;iudents buy . 
s~~h nems. . . at thrift stores. many have found name brand clothing at these , 
<;>nc~ I bo_ught this straw purse for hke $0.25 and I decorat- stores as well. "A couple of weeks ago my mom and I went to 
ed 1t with glitter and so many people were wondermg where I a thrift store in Georgetown that sells clothes that would be 
bought s~ch a mce purse," recalled Anderson, "that's what I like expensive for really cheap.'' said Curtis, "I bought some real• 
about thnf_t stores because you can go there and buy neat things ly nice Levi jeans. They were the style that has the holes in them: 
and make ll your~wn and no one else on campus will have it.'' you really find the best lining jeans at thrift stores," , 
Many of the Thrift shops located on Georgia Avenue are real- "We sell a lot of sweaters.jeans and 1-shirts with logos on them : 
ly popular among .. _ to our younger customers," said Kadish. "They (students) buy : 
Howard students- Well I thrnk one of the reasons we are so a lot of different name brands that would cost a lot more in a , 
popular to Howard students rs because ,ve are only about three regular store and they just wash them up and they are fine "said '. 
blocks away from Howard," said Jennifer Nwaokoro, an Nwaokoro. ' · 
e~plo;ee at L & N Super Thrift S)?re: "l_go_to the ones on <?eor- So_ whether students are looking for name brands or unique · 
g1.,_A,enu.e about once a .. month, s:ud Junror pohucal science fash1ons, thrift stores are becoming more and more popular , 
maJor Fatima Doubakil, I bas,cally_spend about~ hour or so among the Howard community. "'Thrift store really are my : 
there and yo~ c~:1 find almost anytlung there, you Just have to hobby." said Curtis. ·•so m:uiy people here on campus have dif- : 
be r<;al creauve. _ . fcrent styles and I think that is what is really cool," said : 
Usmg that creauv1ty students make their own unique fashion Doubakil. ' 
statements. "I bought this coat and it is not something you'd 
necessarily wear everyday, it's very special looking," said 
Doubakil while laughing, '' it is black and it has kinda a 70's 
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Filing Taxes Doesn't 
Have to be Taxing 
By LOUGENIA BAILEY 
Hilhop S1aff Wriler 
So you have received your Jax forms 
in 1he mail. And being the responsi• 
ble. educa1ed, and independen1 per-
son you are. you know exac1ly wha1 
10 do with them. Send 1hem home to 
your paren1s. Of course this solu1ion 
is a 101 better than wha1 you did last 
year when you shoved your tax forms 
in 1he black hole drawer and hoped 
{he desk fairy would file you 
ta x re1urn for you. 
Seriously. it's 
time 
( 0 
• 
a n 
accounl· 
able for 
every aspec1 
of your life. 
including your finances. 
Basically a rnx remrn is the money 
which the government owes tax pay-
ers for over-es1ima1ing income wilh· 
field during 1he year, according 10 
William Bennen, a professor in 
Howard Universi1y's Accouniing 
Departmea1. The IRS requires 1ha1 
every employer withhold a cer1ain 
percentage of i1s employees· wages. 
Bui because 1hc percenlage is wilh• 
held during the year, 1he IRS can 
Only estimate how much moaey 
Should be col lected. So when the 
~ear is over. the IRS refunds laxes that 
were overestima1ed and collects taxes 
\ha1 were underestima1ed. More often 
than not. Bennell admits. the IRS 
overestimates 1he amount because 
il's a lot safer. 
Bennett says 1hat most people don't 
have a concept of how much money 
js wi1hheld from !heir wages for 
taxes, especially college smdents, 
who tend 10 have part-lime jobs. He 
says it really becomes obvious how 
much money is withheld when you 
star! your career. And since part-lime 
workers aren't dealing with as much 
money as someone wilh a full-lime 
job. this is the perfect time 10 learn 
how taxes are collected, and how 
much money is aciually owed to 1he 
government. Benneu feels everyone 
who is above the age of eighteen 
should file for laxes. "You don't wan1 
[the fact 1hat you didn'1 file for taxes] 
lo come up la1er," he says, especial-
ly if you find yourself in the public 
eye. 
Filing laxes is easy 10 do Benneu 
says. For 1he majori1y of students 
who have part-lime jobs, no i1emized 
deductions, and no dependems, all 
you need to do is fill ou1 a I 040EZ 
which is a less complicated I 040 lax 
return form. The regular I 040 is for 
people who have only one form of 
income. may have dependents, but 
still aren't i1emizing their deduc1ions. 
The I 040A is for people who have 
dependen1s and sev-
eral sources of 
income, like 
inves1men1s, or 
income from 
1heir own busi-
nesses. The 
1040A also 
allows peo-
ple to item• 
ize !heir 
deduc • 
1ions. 
Bennett admi1s that 
the more complex your forms 
are. the more time it will iake 10 file 
your tax remrn, which means i1 will 
take longer for you 10 recci ve your 
money. However, he says you 
shouldn't be fixa1ed with how much 
money you ge1 back. bul ra1her, 
whether or no1 you are filling the 
forms ou1 correctly, making sure you 
have accoun1ed for all of you income. 
If you are not comple1ely confiden1 
in your abili1y 10 file your own taxes, 
1here are other op1ions. There are a 
few places, including the Whi1man 
Walker Clinic on 141h St NW which 
offer free tax return services for peo-
ple whose income is under a cer1ain 
level. Larger corpora1ions such as 
H&R Block and Jackson Hewill 
charge cus1omers for filing lax 
re1urns by the number of forms they 
mus1 fill out. Fora 1040. H&R Block 
charges $72-$75. and Jackson Hewitt 
charges $93. Harvey's 1ax service. at 
1806 111h SI. charges anywhere from 
$35-$50. It is important to keep in 
mind 1ha1 many of 1hese services 
charge no matter how much money 
you receive from your return. 
While the IRS offers free rnx filing 
services from ms trained volu111eers 
at many differem locations including 
many area libraries. Bennett .idvises 
against solicit ing 1beir serv ices. 
According 10 him. the bes! service 10 
gel would be from an accountant or 
a rnx auorney. But he admi1s 1hat 
bo1h can be expensive. and unneces-
sary for 1he needs of mos1 college 
s1uden1s. Benneu says he is more 
than happy to help any s1udcn1s who 
need assis1ance filing their 1axes. For 
more information he can be reached 
al his office number (202) 727-2429. 
File Phoio 
Th.is room is decorated "ith festh-e nonll bcdshects-jusl another ""Y to spruce up your roo111 for spring. 
Spring is in the Air 
And Now in Your Room 
By NICOLE COLEMAN 
Hilllop Staff Wriler 
Is your dorm room giving you the blues? If so, then a room makeover is exac1ly whal you need. Now that March is here, wha1 better way 10 brighten up 
your room than to give it a 1ouch of Spring. 
The best way to revamp a dull room is 10 give ii a 
splash of color. A new 
Bedspread. rug. curtains. or even some simple room 
accessories will provide a new a1mosphere for your 
room. Shelly McCormick, an employee of Linens N 
Thingssuggesls. lfyou have a room 1ha1 is already col-
orful, a switch 10 neutral would be gre~t for spring. Nat• 
ural linens and other earth tones wi ll give your room 
a warm comfonable feel. 
Here are some grea1 spring colors 10 try: 
Pink 
Lighl Blue 
Lavender 
Yellow 
Melon/Peach 
Sea foam Green 
The easiest way 10 remodel any room is to give it a 
whole new package. A room package includes bu1 is 
no1 limited _to a new J.lepsprcad, pillows. ru_g, \\'.astc• 
baske1 and even curtains. The.,e few items will give 
your room complc1ely new look. 
In addi1ion 10a new room package or ifyouju,1 want 
10 liven up whal you already have. accessorizc your 
room. 
A vase with nr1ilicial or fresh flowers. colorful pie-
1ure frames. decora1ive fragrani candles, jar of solid gel 
fragrance, a green plan!. or even an aroma oil burner 
will crea1e a welcoming spring aimosphere in any 
room ... I like 10 pui colored crystal marbles in a vase 
in my room," say, sophomore Ticrsa Johnson. They 
make your room look nice for about $5. 
Most of these i1ems are affordable as long as you shop 
in 1he right places. 
Linens N Things. Home Place. Pier I Imports and Tar-
ge1 all have a great selec1ion with reasonable prkes. 
Here is a list of items available at Targel for re-dec-
on11ing your room: 
Throw rug-S7.99 
Accen1 pillow-$4. 99-$12. 99 
Waste baskei-$4.99 
Curtains-$9.99-$11.99 
Frames-$3.99-$16.99 
Fragrance jars-$ 1.99 
4 Pack of fluorescen1 gel candles-S9.99 
Whatever the s1yle of your room. a quick and simple 
room makeover ·.viii surely rejuvena1e your spirits as 
well as your surroundings. 
Don'1 foriet lhese room-revamping tips: 
Gel a new room package 
Try flowers or a plane 
Use color 
Hang colorful arl\vork on 1he walls 
Be creative! 
IP01mOFJ MOVIES 
VIEW · 
From POV.BJ 
' beuer suit my needs. and I also iried not to stress even 3,000 Miles to Graceland 
How many limes have we gone to see a movie just off 1he s1reng1h of 1he previews? 
No matter how good or bad 01her people say 1he movie miglu be, depending 
on the preview our minds wi ll already be made up. 3.000 Miles to Graceland is 
one movie where judgemen1 should not be passed off 1he s1reng1h (or lack !hereof) 
of the previews alone. 
THE HILLTOP 
Mary J. Blige and Lil' Kim recent-
ly se1 a new fund raising recrod for 
the MAC cosme1ics AIDS Fund. The 
two ar1is1s helped raised over $4 mil-
lion for people suffering from HIV 
and AIDS. 1he mosl the fund has 
raised in one year. Since the fund's 
rnceplion in 1994, they've raised 
almosl $20 million. Lil' Kim and 
Mary J. Blige ha,·e signed on for a 
second installmen1 of 1he fund rais-
ing campaign and wi ll appear in 
MAC's new ad visuals. 
Jay-Z's preliminary hearing has 
been poslponed because of a lawyer's 
in,olvemen1 in ano1hercase. Jay•Z's 
lawyer. Murray Richman, is current• 
ly repl'esen1ing another rapper. Jamal 
..Shyne .. Barrow. who is facing 
anempced murder and assualt. The 
hearing and jury selec1ion will be on 
April I 61h. Jay-Z plead not guilly to 
1he felony assauh charges. 
After their controversial duet, 
Eminem :md Elion John aren't fin-
ished yet Their live performance of 
Eminem's hit "Stan' ' 31 the Grammy's 
is being played on radio s1a1ions and 
the Recording Academy and lmer-
scope Records plan 10 release 1he 
performance as a benelil single. A 
portion of1he proceeds from the sin-
gle will bcneli1 MusiCare,. an emer-
gency financial assis1ance and addic-
1ion recovery program for musicians. 
Underground hip-hop group Com• 
pany Flow wi ll reuni1e for 1heir final 
show 1ogether on March 281h at New 
York's Bowery Ballroom. The group 
officially broke up in November 10 
pursue solo opportunities and haven·1 
appeared onstage 1oge1her in almost 
three years. Company Flow will be 
joined onw,ge by fellow hip-hop 
arliMs Mr. Life. Cannibal Ox and the 
Juggaknots. 
Once again Tupac i, alh·c and well, 
in terms of music. Almost five years 
after his death, ano1her Tupac album 
is scheduled 10 be released on March 
271h. The album, en1itled .. Until 1he 
End of Time ... is a collection of 
recordings from la1e 1995 until his 
shooting dea1h in Sep1ember 1996. 
lhe small set backs common with the Sickle cell . Like 
ihe "Serenity Prnyer" I learned to tell the difference 
between 1hose things r can·1 change and those I can. I 
s1ar1ed manage my pain wi1h positive visualiza1ion and 
through medi1a1ion. Through all of these me1hods I was 
·~ble to participate in every aspect of my school. I was 
:tloing well until senior year when I had 1he crisis of my 
life. (A crisis is an episode of pain in the body due 10 
Sickle cell Anemia.) 
This lime in 1he hospital I found ou1 I had As1hma as 
well. The combination of 1hese two illnesses would sure: 
!Y make my life more challenging then before. Jus1 1hen 
! realized life is too shorl to spoil on cer1ain 1hings. I 
ended bad relmionships bad habils and poor judgmenls. 
: Thal crisis required that I learn to walk uprigh1 again 
and regulate my aslhma along with 1he Sickle Cell. 
!rhough !his was devastating ii was 1he best lhing for my 
spirit. because it gave me the right outlook on life. 
Gmcela111/ is no1 about 5 guys 1rying 10 win fus1 prize in an Elvis look-alike con-
test What Groce/ands really aboul b 5 guys (Kevin Co,1ner. Kurt Russell. Chris1-
ian Slater. David Arquene, and Bokeem Woodbine) who pose as Elvis impersona1ors. 
Led by Murphy (Cosiner) and Michael (Russell), 1hc five men enter the Riveria casi-
no armed wilh guiiarcases filled with enough firepower 10 make any Qucnlin Turnn-
tino fon proud. As they make their escape one of 1heir men are ki lled and anyone 
who s1ands in 1hcir way is a recipienl of a barrage of bullets. Mixed in wi1h be1ray-
al, chao~. greed, a horny single mo1her (Courlney Cox) and her foul-mouthed 9 year 
old son Gracela11d is the first surprise ac1ion movie of 1he year. 
Get 'In the Mood for Love' 
• By 1he lime I reached college r hnd my priorities 1oge1h-
,er, to live. I met my husband at Howard and we planned 
to have a baby. I was 1old when I was younger that I 
shouldn't and couldn'I have a baby at any age. But my 
life change in high school was part of my long-term plan 
lo have my cake and ea1 it too. Me not being a molher 
)'las like cake wi1hou1 icing, so I became pregnant and )'135 wa1ched very carefully. I didn't gain the normal 
weight expeciancy. and need B 12 sho1s every other week 
pot to men1ion I developed a hear1 valve problem. bull 
l"Y baby boy was born healthy and happy. I did ii; I cre-
a1ed hope where there was none and life where ii was 
ihough1 to be barren. 
1\vo years later, 6 months ago I had 1win girls. though 
a huge mil on my body. and they were extremely healthy 
for a Sickle Cell Anemia and a woman my size carried 
twins. 
Sickle cell anemia affec1s the blood. bul I learned 1101 
to let it affecl my mind. h helped me be the compas-
sionale woman I am 1oday. I realized God never gives 
me more than we can handle. This disabili1y turned out 
to be a disguised abili1y. If you work for i1 and keep hope 
alive. You too can discover your inner s1rength which will 
allow you 10 soar over any obstacles. 
The action comes as a relief to those who migbl of 1hought Graceland would be a 
hip dedica1ion to 1he so-called King of Rock ·n Roll. Even the sound1rnck isn·1 wha1 
one migh1 expect. as the scenes are done to music tha1 varies from throw-your-hands 
up bea1s 10 well-orchestrated suspenseful s1ring arrangements. If anything this movie 
is 3,000 miles away from Graceland and Elvis has left the building afler a half-an-
hour into 1he film. 
Whal one should defini1ely be aware of before going to see lhe film is Groce/and 
is not for the weak at heart. Even wilh a very bad imitation of a love s1ory under-
neath 1he action be1ween Michael and Murphy. Graceland is filled with more vio-
lence 1han the last three actions movies many of us have seen combined. In some 
cases characters are shot dead or blown up before we even know their names, 01hers 
are dealt with just moments af1er we lca.rn !heir names. 
Don·1 expecl any real twist or surprises in Graceland either. As direc1or Demain 
Lichtenstein tries to make an effort 10 keep 1he viewers guessing. I couldn'1 help but 
say to myself "Duh" on more than a few occasions where I was really supposed to 
say "Wow", Probably 1he only surprise in the film was an appearance by Jce:r, but 
likea shirt you get for Chris1mas 1ha1 doesn't fit, his appearance didn'1 surprise me 
for long. 
The reason I liked the movie is simple: I like a movie where we roo1 for 1he bad 
~uy and you hope the cops never gel the robbers. If you love action and hate Elvis 
then 3,000 Miles to Graceland is 1he movie for you. 
-Compiled from S1aff Reports 
By MONICA B ARRi\RA 
Hilltop Staff Weiler 
/11 the Mood for l.,ove is a whimsical tale of forbidden love. Agains1 lhe beautiful 
backdrop of 1962 Hong Kong, 1he story of 1wo neighbors and 1he infidelity of their 
spouses unfolds. When Mr. Chow (played by Tony Leung) and Mrs. Chan (played 
by Maggie Cheung ) discover 1hat the many business trips 1heir respec1ive ,pouses 
claim to be on are aciually a cover for !heir secre1 love affair, 1he pain of be1rayal 
brings !hem 1oge1her. 
Mr. Chow and Mrs. Chan spend their time 1oge1her re-crca1ing 1he ways their 
spouses' relationship may have star1ed. During 1his 1jme the 1wo develop feelings 
for each other 1ha1 eventually blossom into love. The 1wo never act on their love, 
however. in fear of becoming like their spouses. 
/11 the Mood for u,ve, directed and wrinen by Wong Kar-wai. is not 1he typical 
love s1ory. It does. however, s1i ll accompli<h 1he magic of one. Those wi1h linle 
1olerance for 1he art of cinema are sure to find the movie slow; since, 1he movie 
lacks any real action and maintains the same tempo chroughoui 10 il's sudden end. 
The film's cincma1ography, however, has an enchan1ing affec1 !hat is sure 10 retain 
lhe :\llen1ion of any movie-watcher. wi1h scenes that seem 10 send the audience into 
a crnnce. 
Though beau1iful in an form, /11 the Mood for lo1•e, will be missed by many due 
10 il's lack of conformity. This will be especially true 10 the young American audi-
ence who may be !urned-off inilially by the film's English sub-titles. Those who 
give 1he film a chance, and have a wide appreciation for 1he arts, will no doubt find 
some enjoymen1 in this tale of remained love. 
/11 the Mood for Love was recognized by lhe 2000 Cannes Film Fcs1ival for Bes1 
Ac1or Tony Leung, Bes1 Editing. and Best Cinema1ography. The Golden Horse 
Awards also recognized Maggie Cheung ns Best Aciress, and awarded 1he film Best 
Cinematography. and Best Co;tumes. /11 r/Je Moot/ for love opened in Washinglon. 
DC on this pas1 Friday, February 23. 
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General Assembly Elections Committee 2001 
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You've been to the speak-outs and the candid talks, you've heard and evaluated their 
platforms, and learned who they are and what they represent, NOW it is your turn to 
take action by electing the best candidate into office. YOU CAN'T MAKE A , . .... 
DIFFERENCE IF YOU DON'T VOTE!!! ;:~ 
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On Monday March 5, 2001 from 9 a.m. until 7 p.m. vote for your next HUSA 
President/Vice-President and Undergraduate Trustee. Elections will also be taking 
place for offices in the School of Arts & Sciences, Divinity, Communications, 
Engineering, Architecture, and Computer Science, Law, and Business. I •I 
The polling sites for the different schools and colleges will be as fallows: 
-
BLACKBURN~UNIVER-SITY CENTER - DIVINITY SCHOOL -
College of Arts & Sciences School of Divinity 
School of Business 
School of Communications 
School of Education 
School of Engineering, Architecture, and Computer Science 
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences 
School of Social Work 
. ' 
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY SCHOOL OF LAW 
School of Medicine 
School of Dentistry 
School of Nursing and Allied Health 
School of Law 
*PLEASE REMEMBER THAT YOU MUST BRING A CURRENT AND VALID Howard 
1 
UNIVERSITY CAPSTONE CARD TO VOTE. . 
**volunteers are needed in 3 hour increments on election day to assist at the various 
polling sites. To volunteer please inquire within the Blackburn Center Suite 116 or call 
the GAEC at 806-4510. 
Enter to Learn, Depart to Serve. · J 
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Ash Wednesday Marks Season of 
Sacrifice, Resolutions 
• From Lem, Al 
tians use abstinence from meat and acts of 
penance to attain a spiritual closeness 10 Jesus 
Christ. 
The Re,•erend Harvard Stephens, Jr. said he 
believes that Lent marks the beginning of 
spring, and is a time to examine nature and life. 
Stephens said that students on campus often 
"Lent reminds us of our faults and that 
humanity has its own special place in the cre-
ation," said Stephens, a minister in the Luther• 
ap Campus Ministry at Howard. "Winter is 
qehind us and now nature is responding with 
ir own gift of life." 
I ose their spiritual balance and should 
~nlbrace the gifts of Christ to become more in touch 
-t,;ih their inner spirit. 
: For junior Monique Webb, becoming more in 
tpuch with her inner spirit has meant improving her 
study habits. "Last year, I promised myself that I was 
going to go to the library more often. and I did," Webb 
said. This year, Webb is still uncenain of her plans for 
Lent, but acknowledges that it's a time of temptation 
and that the test of sacrificing one thing will make the 
season most enlightening for her. 
In the past, the junior Chemical Engineering major 
has successfully given up cursing, but drinking seems 
to be the ultimate sacrifice. Duncan said his vow of 
sobriety is in line with his belief that Christians 
should strive to "emulate the sacrifices Jesus made" 
during Lem. 
Whatever the sacrifice or resolution, Father 
Stephens says that it is critical that Christians use this 
time (o move 1oward and understand Easter and the 
rising of Christ. 
In contrast, Ajamu Duncan knows exactly what he 
plans to abstain from during the season of Lent: liquor. 
"You have to make it work for you:· Stephens said. 
Davis Among Charter Day Honorees 
From Davis, A3 
is also very well 1.-nown for his own 
satirical play P11rlie Victorio11s 
(1961). 
Davis has since written and direct• 
ed numerous films, including Cotto11 
Comes to Harlem ( 1970) and Cou/11• 
dow 11at K11sini (co-produced with 
Dee in 1976), the fin,t American fea-
ture film to be shot entirely in Africa 
by black professionals. 
From PRSSA, A2 
give them much class time," Larkin 
said. "It's a good program because it 
lets them apply what they've learned 
in PR theory. It's similar to the cam• 
paigns that advertising students do 
under the American Advertising Fed• 
eration," said Larkin. 
Mick:i Dixon, a 23-year-old Adver• 
I 
_,,_ 
Davis has also ;,tarred in numerous 
films that address issues critical to 
African Americans. such as Spike 
Lee·s Do the Rig/rt Thi11g (1989). 
J11ng/e Fe,·er(l991). and Malcolm X 
( 1994). 
In addition to ac1ing. Davi~ has 
produced and co-produced several 
programs for television and has 
authored three children's books. To 
mark their 50th anniversary. he and 
tising senior from New Jersey visit-
ed the booth on Tuesday at the sug-
gestion of a professor. She won her 
round of Tic-Tac-Dough. a financial 
trivia game, and learned a few things 
as well. ··I learned 1ba1 I need to stop 
using my credit card-quickly:· Dixon 
said. "The interest is killing me and 
I'm geuing more in debt. I was fine 
. ~ 
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his wife co-authored their join1 auto-
biography, "With Ossie and Ruby: In 
This Life Together." 
Throughout his 60 years in en1er• 
tainment. Davis has received many 
Emmy nominations and honors 
including the NAACP Image Award. 
the National \1edal of Arts. and the 
Hall of Fame Award for outs1anding 
artistic achieve ment. 
until I got to Howard and got my first 
card from one of the stands outside:· 
Dixon said she signed up because 
they offered her a free phone card. 
Since, she ha, collected 6 more cards. 
.... 
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Grievances Fly at Emergency 
General Assembly Meeting 
From GA.Al 
uate applications were due. where the rules and regula-
1ions of the elections were presented to the candidates. 
Mason said during the meeting the Elections Com• 
mittee dis1ributed and reviewed the guidelines step-by• 
step as well as what the grounds infractions could be 
imposed on. Mason said that no campaigns were penal-
ized during the revision period of the Committee's first 
draft of the guidelines. 
''We as a committee have been lenient with each one 
of the candidates," Mason said. If candidates had any 
questions abou1 the rules and regulations of the elections 
Mason said all they had to do was ask. "The Elections 
Committee has bent over backwards for the candidates," 
Mason said. 
The second complaint the candidates have with the 
Elections Committee is the lack luster effort in the pro• 
motion of the speak outs and with the elections in gen-
eral. 
Vice Presidential candidate Chandra Anderson running 
under the 3A platform said llatdy, ··1 am disappointed in 
the promotional efforts.'' 
Mark Williams, vice presidential candidate for the 
T.0.TA.L. P.A.C.K.A.O.E. platform said that the com• 
mittee is simply "no1 doing it.'" Williams said thal the can• 
di dates have to perform duel roles for this election because 
of 1he lack of support from the Elections Committee. He 
even said al one speak out he had to help move tables and 
chairs prior 10 one of the speak outs. "We have to do two 
jobs: the elections commillee·s and present out own plat-
forms," Williams said. 
Current HUSA Presidem Sellano Simmons said he 
undersrnnds wha1 the candidates are going through. 
Although he admits he is a bi1 bias toward, the candidates 
he said he couldn't place the total blame on 1he Commit• 
tee for the low turnout at Speak Ou1s. 
··r sympathize with the candidates. When I ran I felt as 
though the General Elections Committee was not doing 
anylhing either," Simmons said. 
At least one candidate Derek Rodgers of the 3A cam-
paign feels as though the filing of grievances is an issue 
that needs to be put on the back burner. Rodgers said that 
the elec1ions commiuee should "really be on the ball" in 
their effor1s to promote the candidates. Instead of filing 
fines, the commi1tee should be more concerned with fin• 
ishing the elections. 
Filing fines and grievances are "minor issues·· accord-
ing 10 Rodgers. "I wan1 to see the elections come to 
fruition," Rodgers said. 
Franklin to Give Charter Day Address 
From Charter. Al 
and masters and doctorate degrees at Harvard, in 1936 
and 1941 respec1ively. he embarked on an extremely suc• 
cessful leaching career. Over the period of 40 years. 
Franklin has taught various subjects at some of the best 
schools all over the world, including Howard Universi-
ty. He is presently the James B. Duke Professor of His-
tory emeritus at Duke University. 
As an au1hor, Franklin has written numerous publica-
tions including his most praised, "From Slavery to Free-
dom: A history of African-Americans:· now in its sev-
enth edition. 
Dr. Franklin has received countless honors. 
Over the last fifty years. Franklin has received more than 
one hundred honorary degrees and doctorates. including 
a doctorate of law, lronoris causa. in 1968. 
"We are honored to have a man of his stature 
bridge the gap between our past and our future:· says 
Smith. 
Chanelle Whittaker. a senior film produc1ion major and 
native Oklahoman. like Franklin, says thal, ··Convoca-
tions are a 1ime to honor the work of the University. the 
alumni and the s1Udents." 
There will be four Alumni Achievemen1 Awards are 
given every Charter Day. Therefore. in keeping with 1he 
tradi1ion, four more alumni will be honored for their 
accomplishments: Dr. Ebenezer B. Bush Jr., in the fields 
of dentistry and communily service: Dr. Ossie R. Davis, 
in the fields of fine arts and mass communications: Dr. 
J.C. Hayward, in the fields of community and public ser-
vice; and Mr. Lmher M. S1ovall. in the field of fine arts. 
They will be formally honored tomorrow nigh1 during the 
77,h annual Charter Day Dinner a1 the Hilton Washing• 
ton and Towers. In addition. Sanford I. Weill, chairman 
and CEO of Citigroup Inc. will receive the doctor of 
humanities degree, /ro11oris ca11sa, al today's ceremony. 
The Charter Day Convocation will commence at 10 
a.m. this morning and classes are suspended between 1he 
hours of IO a.m. and 2 p.m. to cncournge student and fac-
ulty attendance. The ceremony is free and open 10 1he 
public. 
Final Speak OL\t~ ~ pcus on Curbing ··--
Apathy, Indifference 
From Speak Out, A J 
1ide of SIUdelll apathy. 
'•FirSI. everyone must be involved. As student gov• 
ernmenl, we must be for student needs and not our 
own agenda:· responded HUSA presidential candidate 
Stefanie Brown. Her running mate, Alex Dixon contin• 
ued. "we need people from different organiLalions to 
be in HUSA positions. we need to incorporate other 
(students) into studenl government."' 
HUSA presidential candida1e Brittney Cooper 
added. "when you give s1Udents a stake in activities 
around them. they want 10 be involved. We (candi-
dates) also need to look more towards attacking small 
goals instead of huge initiatives. Students are more 
likely to help when they see us actively doing some-
thing." 
Derek Rodgers. one of the three presidential candi-
dates, shared 1he same sentiments of servitude. 
"We as officials have no power, we will cease 10 be 
Derek Rodgers and Chandra Anderson (Rodgers· vice 
presiden1ial running mate). We will do what is best for 
s1udents at all times, even when it conflicts with our 
personal interests. HUSA canno1 be a 9-5 posilion, it is 
a 24 hour concern," Rodgers said. 
Undergraduate Trustee candida1e Breana C. Smith 
pointed to a quote from Ghandi when she responded, 
"to see a change you must first become it." 
Smith continued. ··Apathy siems when students feel 
their issues will not be addressed." 
Lauren K. Bell, who is also running for 1he trustee 
position. replied. "Oovernmenl must be a ·two way 
stree1·. Officials must be involved with students:· 
Another student asked how the candidates plan to 
deal with a lack of social con,ciousness at Howard. 
Both Undergradua1e Trustee candidate, suggested 
improvemc111s in communication between ;,tudents and 
faculty. 
"Communication is important in advocating student 
needs and promoting change," said Smith. 
Bell added, "Studen1s don't feel as if they are trea1ed 
well at Howard. I 1hink it is imponant to first cut 
through all of 1he University's bureaucratic red tape." 
At the end of 1he Speak Out. business management 
freshman Rahman Irvin shared the sentiments of many 
,tudents. 
"Students need to be reassured of their vision of 
Howard University, 1hcy are disappointed. They 
(candidates) will draw in more students with real con-
cerns no1 just facts and numbers. They need to give us 
something we care about and then we can get to 01her 
issues;· said Irvin. 
Ray concluded, "They"ve talked on and on abou1 
themselves. now it"s lime to bring the heat:· 
Asth11,a Volunteers 
NIH 
Needed for 
Study Research 
The 
Care 
Pulmonary-Critical 
Medicine Branch 
at the National Institutes 
Health is looking for 
individuals with asthma 
between the ages of 1 a-
65 to participate in a 3 
of 
to 
A 4 day research study. 
thorough medical evalua-
tion and monetary com-
pensation will be provid-
ed. If interested, please 
call (30"1) 402-"1553. 
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Ca I end a r wheret~-go and what to ~o! 
Get Crunk with OutKast this Wednesday! 
, 
Friday, 2 nd 
If "Somebody Lo\'es You" take him or her to Constitution Hall. 1776 D St. NW, to 
hear dynamic voc:ils of the legendary Lady Marm:ilade-thaCs l;'atti LaBelle fur :ill of 
those who are nt>t familiar with this celebrJted soul diva. The show starts at 8pm tonight 
and tomorrow night. Tickets are $60. For information, call 202..(;28-4780. 
At the movies: Brad Pitt (yum) and Julia Roberts star in '111e Mexican," a gangster 
comedy in which a mob-linked Pitt tries to transport an antique gun from Mexico to the 
US .. when his girlfriend (Roberts) £elS kidnapped by a hit man (James Gandolfini) who 
wants to get his hand, on the chenshed pistol. Check loc:il listings for showtimes and 
theaters. 
What's a LovcSexy Party? Just ask the passionate members of LoveSexy DC. the 
Washington area Prince fan club. Anyway, they're throwing a purple rainish bash in 
appreciation of the Artist at Metro C'lfe. 1522 14th St. NV✓, with DJ Dredd spinning 
music by Prince and other Minneapolis bands. All races, sexes and ages are welcome. 
wearing butt-out jeans of course, and the CO\'er is only $5, The pany starts at IOpm. 
For information. C'JII 202-588-91 I 8 or send an e-mail to lascrbla~t@aol.com. ~ ~ 
Saturday, 3rd 
NOi the Kings of Corned)\ but the Kings of DC. with host Chris 
Thomas. will be performing at Jokes On Us Com~y Club. 312 
MamSt..Laurel(Md.),at8:30pmand 10:45pm. T,ckersare$ l5, 
For information. call 202-432-7328. 
Listen to Your Woman-reall)\ it's a iospel musical ab<>ut a 
young married couple with conflicting lifestyles, playing today 
at the Warner Theatre, 1299 Penru.ylvania Ave. Nw. at 3pm and 
8pm, Tickets are $21-$35. For information. mll 202-43'2-7328 
or visit www.warnertheater.com. 
The Roots arc back for yet another D.C. show at the 9:30 Club, 
815 V St. N\V. at 9pm. Tickets are $25, bu1 make sure you get 
them ASAP because this Philadelphia hip-hop crew tends to draw 
large and loyal cro"ds· For information, mll 202-432-7328. 
Monday, 5th Tuesday, 6 th 
lsn't it a good day for controversy? In his D.C. solo debut. New 
York artist David Levinth:il presents .. Blackface," at Connor Con-
temporary Art. J730Connecticut Ave. daily through March 10. This 
controversial series of images features large-scale close-ups of 
African American Americana collectibles. For information. call 202-
588-8750 or visit www.connercontemporary.com, 
Tonighr. see all the skin and spandex you can stand at WWF 
Smockaown! at the MCI Center. 60 I F St. NW. at 7:30pm. Tick-
ets are $18 to $40, For information. call 202-628-3200. 
Awanl-winning playwright August Wilson chronicles 20th-
century African American life with 1he maje:,tic. operaric 
comic tragedy, "King Hedler u:· plnying at the Kennedy Cen-
ter, 2700 F St. NW: Tonights show starts at 7:30pm. Tickets 
are S20 to $68. 
Put Your Event In the Calendar Call Ginger@ 
·: :/ . · ~ 202.806.6866 
e 
twice a week, va 11 
March 2nd - March8th : 
• I I 
I 
, 
Sunday, 4th 
Gospel star Vickie Winans brings her inspirarional lyrics to Cramton Audi-
torium. 2455 Sixth St. NV✓, 6pm, Tickets $20- $50, For information, call 202-
806-7194. 
Although B1.ick History month has ended, history goes on in the photo exhib-
it .. Black and White: Images from the Civil Rights Mo\'ement," which chron'. 
icles the key moments in the early civil rights movement. The exhibition is on 
display at the Newseum, I IO I Wilson Blvd .. Arlington (Va.). For informa-
tion. call 703-284-3544 or visit www.newseum.org. 
'-
Wednesday, 7th 
Back by popular demand: OutKast returns with Xzibit and 
Ludacris as part of the Srank Lo\'e Tour. The concert has been 
moved to the l>atriot Center- George Mason Uni"ersity, 4400 Uni-
\'Cl'Sity Dr .• Fairfax (½.) and starts at 7:30pm. Tickets are $32. 
For information, c:ill 202-432-SE/u, 
, 
!' 
Thursday, 8th 
It', open-mike poetry night at the Kalfa House. 1212 U St. N\V. 
hosted by the Revelations. Bring your notebook and an open mind. 
and get there by 8:30pm, It's FREE! For information. call 202-462-
1212. 
Applications for 
the 
Editor-in-Chief 
of the 
Bison Yearbook 
are now available. 
Deadline for 
application is 
March 9, 2001. 
Applications are 
available in the 
Student Activities 
Office located in 
room 11 7 of the 
Blackburn Center. 
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HILLTOPICS 
Take a break from the stresses of the day. 
Fralcrnttirs•Sor-0ri1ies 
Clubs* Student Groups All HILLTOPICS arc 
due, paid in full, the 
Monday before 
publication date. 
Announcements by cam-
pus organizations for 
meetings, seminars or 
nonprofit arc charged as 
individuals advertising 
for the purpose of 
announcing a service, 
buying or selling arc 
charged $5 for the first 
20 words and $1 for 
every additional five 
words. Local companies 
are charged $10 for fi rst 
20 words and $2 for 
every 5 words thereafter. 
Personal ads are $2 for 
the first 10 words and $1 
for every additional 5 
words. 
Eam S 1.000-$2,000 1his semester with 
lhe easy Campusfundrniscr.com lhre<: 
hour fund.raising event. No sales 
1-----A-sc_e_ns-io_n_2_00_l __ _ required. Fundmising da1es arc filling 
quickly, w call today! Contact 
Elevate to a Plateau of Exquisite 
Relaxation 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Commumcauon... · 
Your Key To Success 
Become a charter member of lhe 
ground-breaking and 1rail-blazing 
Toasrniastea lotcrnolionnl- Howanl 
Unfrersity Chapter 
Demonstration Mce1ing @ 5:30-7 
p.m, Wednesday, March 7, 2001 
Room: Engineering Auditorium. 
Building L K, Downing 
Coming Soon. 
Arc )'OU interescrd in medical 
rr~urch? 
The Center for Pre-Profes.sional 
Education Will be auending the NIH 
sponsored BRAIN health awareness 
week. 
When: Morch 14, 200 I 
Time: 7:30 
Where: National lns1itutes of Health 
Medical Campus in Bethesda, Maryland 
(Tran,portation will be provided.) 
r·or more infonnation. plcas.c call 
(202) 2389-2363. 
Are you incerested in a Health career? 
Come and meet Admission Din.~tors 
from allopathic/ osteopa1hic medical 
schools and <lentil schools. 
When: March 13. 2001 
1 ime: 5:30-8:30 
Where: Center for Pre-Professional 
Education 
Registration fee $5.00 
for more infonnation, please call 
(202) 238-2363. 
Campusfundrniscr.com at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www c;a.mnuc:fundrnixr com. 
SERVICES 
CAPCliY 
Negro League Colkction 
World's Freshest 
Ball Caps 
(202) 722-070 I 
t-800,223-TAJO 
STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF 
Top Prices Paid 
For Used and Unwanted Textbooks 
With Resale Value. 
Taj Book Service 
Save On Textbooks. 
202-722-070 I 
1-800-223·8250. 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
present the 
Sadie Yancy Scholarship Essay 
Contest for Freshman Women 
Prize:$500 
***Don't Forget••• How did Election 2000 after your 
Pre-Health Students perception of the 
SNMA Annual Conference 200 I political awareness and involve• 
When: April t2-15. 2001 men/ of African-American women? 
Where: Atlanta, Georgia Deadline: 3/12/01 
E-mail: HU_ATL-TRIP@hotmail.edu P.O. Box 75358 
onns are a\'ailable in the Ccn1er for Pre- Washington, DC 20013 
Professional Education. located on the ____ _ ......;;__ _____ -I 
5th floor of the Howard Center. PERSONALS 
FOR RENT For more infonnntion. contact 
Mauhew A.Berg @ 202-806-4842. 
202-548-0081, or 
maui71472@yahoo.eom. 
SILVER SPRING,MEDICAL· 
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE-
----- ----- -1 FULL SERVICF.-450 sq.fl 10 850 sq. It. 
Congratulations All New Student 
Ambassadors!! 
Welcome to our dys"fun"ctional 
family. 
Ps)·chology Club Mee1ing! ! 
Thurs .. March 8th @ 6:30 p.m 
A Speaker from AB Psi 
Room W-275 of Psych. Dept 
Psi Chi Men1orship Program. 
Underclass p.,yehology majors who 
are intercsced. please contact 
Cassandra at s.1nfelix@hotmail.com 
___________ , 
Joint Concert Featuring 
Temple University Gospel Choir 
Hosted by: 
Howard Gospel Choir 
Al 
l-loward University's Andrew Rankin 
Memorial Chapel 
Friday, March 2, 2001 
7:00 p.m. 
Admission Is Fret 
I w!U,b!ew the, Loni, ac ..U, ct.,u,y, 
AVAILABLE AT ONCE 
CALL KE.\IT COMPANY 
(301) 770-2100 
HELP WANTED 
From the E-Board & family. 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY 
TO MY "NEEZY" 
MIKE NELMS! 
UGTI UGT1 
Summer Internship: --From 2nd Row, 2nd Seat 
Discovery Creek Children's Museum is 11- ------- ---I 
seeking creative, energetic individuals to 
1cach summer camp from June through 
August. Responsibilities include facili-
tating games. hikes. art projects, outdoor 
ad,enture field trips. Contact Stephanie 
at 202-364-3111. 
W\\'W,discoverycrcck.org 
O.C Internet company established to 
imprO\C Black America needs market• 
inj! and entertainment Inters~ ,,eb 
researchers, and models. 
C•1>llalchange@'cs.com. 703-1>22-2867. 
Happy 20th Binhday CHRIS W, my 
curly-headed, Chi-town friend. 
I'll bring the elve-bay-ear-day ... 
you bring the cnny-hay ... 
Have a Happy one! 
-From the B of the B Section! 
Happy Bithday Brakkton 
and Chris ... Our Stormin' 
Sophomores! 
The Hilltop 
liwp,.,...,,;1w1,C<>fllf.n""1fy b&iw 1---------- ---f'----- --------t 
,ey """'°" p...im, 34: l 
-----------1 Summer Crcwlcadcrs! Work with youth 
Rough Weck? Jesus will lift you up! 
Bible Study. Every Thw,;day. 
Blackbum Center, Rooms 148-150. 
7:30 P.M. Sponsored by Rejoyce in 
Jesus Campus Fellowship. 
n conservation projects in local National 
Parks. 21/older; dri,er's lisccnsc. first 
Aid CPR. Contact James/S1udent 
Conservation Association 703/524-2441. 
Don't Forget to pick 
up your copy of 
The Hilltop on Tuesday 
March 6th 
• 
w~ , • WHERt-DOYOUWKN~J~-
TO LIVE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR/ 
Ro·om 
election 
•The RSVP drawings will be held in the Tubmun 
Quadrangle on fuesday, Murch 13, stnrting cit 9:30 nm. 
•Non-Residence llall applicants must secure and comph:te rorms to 
the Ollice of Residence Lifo by 10:00 nm on Monday. Murch 12. 
•A non-rcfundnble $100.00 advance payment b due by 
April 2 to con lin11 tentative assignment or wuiting list assignments. 
•i\11 payments 11rc to he mndc to 1111.: univcrsil) cashier. 
•Undcrg,·aduate , tudents in University housing must pick up und 
complete RSVP fonns and infom111tion beginning March 8 through 
March 11 in their residcnce hell. Fonns must be turn1.'ll in no latl!I' 
than 1 O:OOnm on March 12 to your Community Director, 
•Cnrefull} review the RSVP personal guide. Sec your Community 
Director or contact thl1 OOice of Residence I ifo for a copy of the 
guide. 
